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King of Gods 

Chapter 1551: The Death of a God Eye 

In the Ziling Zone, within the Dream Divine Kingdom, Zhao Feng was focused entirely on cultivating, 

completely unaware of what was going on in the outside world. 

At this time, he was attempting to break into the Third Heaven. 

Next to him, the Heaven Void Silver Leaves of the Space Spirit Tree were emitting powerful ripples of 

Space Law energy that caused the surrounding space to fold atop itself and render the entire area 

blurry. 

Beneath the three, the Spacetime essence of the Void Profound Spirit Jade was being absorbed and 

comprehended by Zhao Feng. 

And within Zhao Feng, the Primal Chaos Scripture was turning, powerful Primal Chaos energy constantly 

seething as it slowly gathered in his God Altar. 

Bzzz! 

Atop the round two-tier God Altar, a third tier slowly began to take form. While forming his God Altar, 

the two God Altars down below sent up an endless surge of Primal Chaos Divine Power. At the same 

time, Zhao Feng was comprehending his Space Law to reach the threshold of late-stage understanding. 

The Space Spirit Tree and the Void Profound Spirit Jade made breaking 

through in his Space Law no problem, so Zhao Feng focused more on the formation and stabilization of 

his God Altar. 

Of course, Zhao Feng didn’t forget about the sealed God King level Primal Chaos energy he had obtained 

along with the Primal Chaos Scripture. 

“If I can fuse a part of this God King Primal Chaos energy with the third tier of the God Altar, my 

foundation will be even more stable,” Zhao Feng pondered. 

To do this with true God King Primal Chaos energy was undoubtedly extremely dangerous, but this 

Primal Chaos energy had existed for far too long and its quality had fallen, so it was worth trying. 

At the same time, in the northern region of the Ancient Desolate Realm of Gods, the news of the Heaven 

Lord’s appearance reached the Bright Sun God’s alliance first, but such important news naturally could 

not be kept a secret. 

The next day, this news spread out across the realm like a furious storm. Many experts began to gather 

in the north. 

There was only one Heavenly Dao God Eye and far too many people that wanted it, as well as people 

that wanted to destroy it. All of them needed to fight for 

every second, so they began to search every inch of the north. 
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In a gloomy mountain forest, a white-robed elder suddenly emerged from the 

void. 

“I hope that my luck is good….” The Heaven Lord sighed as he began to fly. At the same time: 

Thwish! 

A black silhouette was flying in the air. “Heaven Lord!” the figure paused and called out in alarm. 

“Die!” the Heaven Lord roared, throwing a punch that sent a fist of domineering energy howling into the 

sky. 

This person was a mere Third Heaven. Even a heavily-injured Heaven Lord could easily take care of such 

a person. Whoosh! 

The energy fist engulfed the God Lord. 

“A Samsara Immortal Body? Not good!” The Heaven Lord immediately sensed that something was 

wrong. He didn’t sense any intense Death energy after killing this God Lord, meaning there was a high 

chance that they were a Samsara Immortal Body 

Although Samsara Immortal Bodies were unkillable, if they were instantly obliterated, it was very 

difficult for them to recover unless their owner decided to revive them again. 

Thwish! 

The Heaven Lord swiftly left the area, but the owner of the dead Samsara Immortal Body seemed to be 

extremely powerful; several seconds later, another three Samsara Immortal Bodies appeared in the 

Heaven Lord’s vision. 

Brrrooom! 

The Heaven Lord thrust out his fists and instantly killed them, but soon after, several hundred Samsara 

Immortal Bodies arrived. 

“So many Samsara Immortal Bodies, and of rather high cultivation! Could it be…?” The Heaven Lord 

began to wonder. “Correct! It’s me! The day of your death has come!” An eerie giggle drifted through 

the air. 

The many Samsara Immortal Bodies began to stand aside, allowing a woman wearing a dark purple 

gown to softly and slowly step forward. 

This was none other than the Samsara God! 

The Samsara God had enslaved innumerable people within her Samsara, and she could see through all 

their eyes. She had spies in all of the various large alliances in the Ancient Desolate Realm of Gods, and 

even the other five God Eyes’ factions had been infiltrated by her Samsara Immortal Bodies. The 

Samsara God herself was also one of the people who was hunting down the Heaven Lord. 

“I didn’t think that the Samsara God herself would come for me.” The Heaven Lord couldn’t help but 

smile. 



In normal circumstances, the Samsara God, who did not specialize in combat, would hide behind the 

curtain and let her Samsara Immortal Bodies do the job. However, the Samsara God had to personally 

appear this time because she was forced to. 

The Heaven Lord’s two explosions had destroyed almost all of the Samsara God’s powerful Samsara 

Immortal Bodies, and the heavily injured Samsara God had never stopped in her search, so she had also 

not recovered yet. The Samsara God had no powerful Samsara Immortal Bodies that could be used 

against the Heaven Lord currently, thus, the Samsara God had to personally intervene. 

Even if she was not skilled in combat, she was still a God, her strength far above a God King. In addition, 

based on the intelligence reports she had received, the Heaven Lord’s injuries were severe, and it was 

difficult for him to fully open his Heavenly Dao God Eye. He was even forced to flee from two God Kings. 

“Just obediently become my Samsara Immortal Body! I’ll treat you well.” The Samsara God charmingly 

smiled, her eyes gleaming with greed and evil as she stared at the Heaven Lord’s Heavenly Dao God Eye. 

“Heh, it seems like this old man’s luck isn’t that bad!” The Heaven Lord suddenly began to laugh, his 

smile infused with desire, confidence, and tyranny. 

“Mm?” The Samsara God’s brow creased. In such desperate straits, the Heaven Lord could actually 

smile? 

But a moment later, her face twisted in shock. 

Boom! 

An ancient energy erupted from the Heaven Lord’s body. His body transformed into a God-Devil Body 

one thousand feet tall, covered in golden-silver lights and exuding a domineering energy that 

suppressed all things. The Heavenly Dao God Eye on the Heaven Lord’s forehead suddenly opened, and 

the eight eyes focused on the Samsara God. 

“No… impossible! Weren’t you heavily injured?” The Samsara God was 

stunned. 

The Heaven Lord was like a terminally ill patient suddenly healed. 

She sensed that, though the Heaven Lord was still injured, his condition was much better than the 

Samsara God expected. 

The Samsara God did not dare to fight with the Heaven Lord. After all, even the Spacetime God, who 

was far more skilled in combat and possessed peerless speed, was no match for the Heaven Lord. 

“Die!” The Heaven Lord’s face chilled as the Heavenly Dao God Eye began to turn. Lighting and fire 

exploded out of the void, space itself began to rupture, and terrifying storms began to devastate the 

world. 

“Protect me!” the Samsara God called out as she fled. 



Although her injuries were not too much worse than the Heaven Lord’s, she would have never dared to 

directly contend against the Heaven Lord even at her peak, and certainly not without all the powerful 

Samsara Immortal Bodies that had already been sacrificed. 

Boom! Bang! Crash! 

God energy crisscrossed the region. All the creatures living in this region were instantly killed. Those 

countless Samsara Immortal Bodies vanished in the blink of an eye. 

“Samsara Bind!” The Samsara God activated her Samsara God Eyes, a dark and lingering fog gathering 

within them. 

The Samsara God knew that her Samsara Immortal Body was no match for the Heaven Lord. Thus, when 

the Heaven Lord began to strike, she prepared this 

move. 

Hisssss! 

The dark fog engulfed the Heaven Lord and sealed him within. At the same time, the Samsara God fled. 

“You want to bind me with just this?” The Heaven Lord loudly laughed as destructive energy shot out of 

his Heavenly Dao God Eye. 

Boom! Bang! The Samsara God power binding him was instantly vaporized. 

The Heaven Lord had researched the Eight Great God Eyes more than anyone else. The Samsara God’s 

move could not be undone with normal techniques, so he used the power of the Heavenly Dao God Eye 

without hesitation. He needed to kill the Samsara God as quickly as possible. 

Boom! Bang! 

With a punch, a golden-silver light hurtled forward, obliterating everything in its path. 

“No…!” the Samsara God screamed in panic. Other than the Destiny God Eye, the Samsara God was the 

weakest of the Eight Great God Eyes. 

The Heaven Lord’s fist was an attack that was very difficult for her body to endure. The majority of the 

Samsara God’s body was turned to dust. 

However, the Samsara God’s body was the strongest Samsara Immortal Body of all. 

Bzzzz! Hwoosh! 

The Samsara God’s body gradually began to recover. 

“Ancient Shakes the Heavens!” The Heaven Lord brought his hands together and roared, his immense 

Ancient Race bloodline energy causing space itself to tremble. 

Kaboom! 

A massive golden-silver divine stamp took form in the sky, wrapped with a terrifying suppressive power 

as it descended. 



The Samsara God was unable to dodge and was suppressed within it. 

“How could this be? What happened to your injuries?” The Samsara God stared in terror at the Heaven 

Lord, unable to explain what was going on. 

The Heaven Lord that had escaped from the six God Eyes was clearly extremely weak, not even able to 

fight against two God Kings. Why was he suddenly so strong? Was it all faked? But not even the Illusion 

God Race, skilled in disguise, could fool so many God Eyes. 

“Die!” The Heaven Lord found it hard to suppress his laughter, but at this time, his only thought was 

killing the Samsara God, not answering her questions. 

Boom! Bang! Crash! 

The Heavenly Dao God Eye turned, and the strength of the ancient stamp strengthened. The Samsara 

God sealed within was dealt a destructive blow. 

The Samsara God’s body was constantly destroyed and restored, but everything had its limit. Once her 

Samsara Origin ran out, she would not be able to revive. 

“Heaven Lord, your plan won’t succeed!” The Samsara God clenched her teeth and activated her 

Samsara of Life God Eye. 

She could not escape the Heaven Lord, and if this stalemate continued, she was doomed. Thus, she 

chose to use the Samsara of Life God Eye to reincarnate. 

Upon reincarnation, she would still have the Samsara God Eye, and she would once more become the 

Samsara God. And the Heaven Lord, by displaying such immense power here, had certainly alarmed 

others, which meant that the Heaven Lord’s act would be exposed and he could no longer use the same 

plan to kill a second God Eye. 

Hisssss! 

The Samsara God’s body and soul turned into a streak of light and flowed into the Samsara of Life God 

Eye. 

“With the Heavenly Dao God Eye, all laws and rules are mine to decide!” 

The Heavenly Dao God Eye flashed, and a supreme energy that destroyed all laws and principles 

exploded outward. At this moment, everything around the Heaven Lord collapsed and crumbled, 

including the Heaven Lord’s own goldensilver divine stamp, but the Samsara God’s reincarnation was 

also interrupted. 

“No…!” The Samsara God’s face turned ghastly pale, and her Samsara God Eye became extremely weak. 

She had gambled everything on reincarnation, and the art’s interruption not only consumed most of her 

energy but also caused a backlash. 

“Now, you can die!” The Heaven Lord’s eyes gleamed with a savage light. Boom! 



Circulating his Ancient Race bloodline, he punched forward with golden-silver light. With the power of 

the Heavenly Dao God Eye, this fist of energy began to flash with lightning, and its strength soared to 

transcendent levels! 

Kaboooom! 

The energy fist blasted apart the world and turned the Samsara God’s body to dust together with her 

pair of Samsara God Eyes. 

With this, one of the Eight Great God Eyes had died. 

The Heaven Lord simply stood and waited as the supreme energy of a God descended from the Fan 

Universe and surged into his Heavenly Dao God Eye. 

King of Gods 

Chapter 1552: Advancing to the Third Heaven 

In the sky of the Dream Divine Kingdom, a dark and massive vortex of Yuan Qi was slowly spinning. Zhao 

Feng was able to command the Heaven Earth Yuan Qi of the Dream Divine Kingdom to gather around 

him. 

Down below, Zhao Feng was pulsing with powerful Primal Chaos energy and profound Spacetime Law 

energy that were twisting and distorting the region around him. 

Next to Zhao Feng, the silver leaves on the Space Spirit Tree had long ago dried up while the Void 

Profound Spirit Jade had lost much of its luster, looking like an ordinary piece of jade. 

Zhao Feng’s third God Altar finished forming long ago. The Primal Chaos energy was swiftly circulating 

within it, setting into motion the Primal Chaos energy of the two God Altars below it. 

This Primal Chaos energy was mixed with a particularly violent and unrestrained Primal Chaos energy. 

This was the God King Primal Chaos energy. However, the amount of this Primal Chaos energy was 

rather small, so it was constantly suppressed by Zhao Feng’s own Primal Chaos energy. As more and 

more days passed, it was gradually tamed and subsumed. 

Zhao Feng was also frenziedly absorbing energy from many resources. A constant stream of energy was 

flowing into the third God Altar. 

Ten days later, the Primal Chaos energy in Zhao Feng’s body stopped revolving. The three God Altars 

were now fused together, becoming stable and tough. 

Zhao Feng had reached the Third Heaven. 

With each additional God Altar, the amount of Primal Chaos would multiply. At this moment, Zhao Feng 

felt like he had an infinite amount of energy at his command. 

Besides the evolution of his God Altar and Divine Power, he had also advanced once more in his Space 

Law. 

“Late-stage Space Law!” 
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As Zhao Feng experienced this level of Law energy and circulated it, he developed an even deeper 

understanding of his Divine Kingdom. Zhao Feng discovered that an advance in the Space Laws could 

also allow him to further stabilize his own Divine Kingdom. 

But suddenly: 

Thumpthump! Thumpthump! 

Zhao Feng’s Dream God Eye began to beat, communicating a message mixed with complicated 

emotions. After contemplating it for a long time, Zhao Feng opened his eyes. 

“A God Eye… is dead!?” Zhao Feng was in disbelief. 

He had originally decided that if the struggle for the Heavenly Dao God Eye was still going on after he 

broke into the Third Heaven, he might participate, but he hadn’t expected for such a major event to take 

place right after his breakthrough: a God Eye had been killed. And Zhao Feng sensed that the Heavenly 

Dao God Eye had gotten even stronger. 

“I can even sense the Heavenly Dao God Eye?” Zhao Feng murmured in surprise. 

At the moment of the God Eye’s death, he was suddenly able to sense the Heavenly Dao God Eye and 

also that it had seemingly gotten even stronger. 

“Could it be…?” Zhao Feng opened his eyes and thought of a possibility. 

When he thought of this, Zhao Feng became restless. 

“Thought Teleportation!” Zhao Feng used his Dream Origin to create a dream where he imagined a place 

in the Life Sacred Land. 

Swish! 

He vanished. 

At the same time, in the northern region of the Ancient Desolate Realm of Gods, the Divine Punishment, 

Spacetime, and Life Gods were struck dumb by what they had just learned. 

“A God Eye was killed just now!?” The Life God was shocked. 

“How could this be? Who could possess this power?” The Divine Punishment God was solemn. 

No God had ever died since the emergence of the Eight Great God Eyes, let alone one of the Eight Great 

God Eyes. 

“Nothing is impossible. The two explosions in our battle with the Heaven Lord damaged our Origins….” 

The Spacetime God’s eyes were grim. 

After one’s Origin energy was injured, one would need several thousand years of seclusion to recover. 

Thus, they were currently all pursuing the Heaven Lord while heavily injured. 

This also meant that the six Gods involved in that battle were much weaker than Gods usually were. If 

two or three Gods made a plan, they truly did have a chance to kill one of these six God Eyes. 



“Forget it! Chasing down the Heaven Lord is more important!” the Divine Punishment God declared. 

The other two agreed, and the trio set off. When the three Gods were together, even if heavily injured, 

they had nothing to fear. 

In the northern region of the Ancient Desolate Realm of Gods, near the site of the battle between the 

Heaven Lord and the Samsara God Eye, the world had been blasted into utter chaos. 

The Heaven Lord stood alone in the void. His eyes were closed, but the Heavenly Dao God Eye at the 

center of his forehead was opened extremely wide as it received that supreme God energy originating 

from the Fan Universe. 

Suddenly, the eye trembled as its power seemed to rise to a new level. This tremble traveled through 

space, causing all of the Ancient Desolate Realm of Gods to shiver. 

The power of the Samsara God Eye… absolute control over samsara!” The Heaven Lord spread apart his 

arms as if he was basking in the power. 

At this moment, the power of the Samsara God Eye was completely transferred to him, and the power 

of the Heavenly Dao God Eye only further strengthened that of the Samsara God Eye. Moreover, the 

Heavenly Dao God Eye itself had received a significant boost. 

The current me has already surpassed a God, but this still isn’t enough….” The Heaven Lord smiled in 

satisfaction, but then he composed himself. 

Although he possessed a strength beyond a God, this did not mean that he was invincible. His goal was 

to form the Heavenly Dao Ancestral Eye and obtain that supreme and perfect strength. 

“What a pack of idiots!” The Heaven Lord jeered. 

He was initially confident in his ability to kill the Life God, but nothing was absolute, and there was 

always a chance that new variables could appear. Expectedly, a new variable appeared in the war, 

causing the situation to fall out of control. He became incapable of killing any single God Eye and even 

stood a chance of being killed by the God Eyes instead. 

But the Heaven Lord would not so easily give up. If one wanted to obtain victory, one had to sink the 

boats and fight with one’s back to the water. In the process, he lost a complete offensive Ancestral 

Artifact, countless years of resources accumulated by the Heaven Defying Faction, and one of his clones. 

The Heaven Lord was able to fool the God Eyes into thinking he was weak because of this clone, or 

perhaps one could say his substitute. 

During the detonation of Ancestral Artifact Xingtian, the Heaven Lord had switched out with his clone. 

The power and disruption of the Ancestral Artifact’s detonation succeeded in affecting the judgment of 

the God Eyes. 

In the second explosion, this substitute had taken the damage in the Heaven Lord’s place. The weak 

energy that the God Eyes had sensed was merely that of his clone. In reality, the Heaven Lord was only 

affected by the first explosion, so his injuries were much lighter than any of the six God Eyes. 

The substitute was able to deceive the six God Eyes because it was made from a Heaven’s Legacy Cat 

that had fused with the Ancient Race bloodline. Of course, the Heaven Lord had made other 



preparations too just in case. The clone was identical to him in all aspects, even containing his Origin 

energy. One would have to look very, very closely to tell the difference, but again, the power of the 

explosion had affected the judgment of the six God Eyes. 

This is what allowed the first step of his plan to succeed. 

Besides that, the Heaven Lord had intentionally spread the news that the Heavenly Dao God Eye could 

be seized, successfully breaking up the alliance between the God Eyes. 

Feigned weakness, the two explosions, the confusion with his substitute, and the spreading of 

information had succeeded in baiting the God Eyes into attacking alone. This plan allowed the Heaven 

Lord to kill a God Eye and take his first step in completing the Heavenly Dao Ancestral Eye. 

“What comes next is direct confrontation!” The Heaven Lord naturally knew that the war was far from 

over. 

From the war between the Heaven Defying Faction and the Life Sacred Land to the battle between Gods 

to the struggle for the Heavenly Dao God Eye, there had been no break whatsoever. And now that the 

struggle for the Heavenly Dao God Eye was over, an even greater war was imminent. 

The Heaven Lord’s battle with the Samsara God had shaken the world. Anyone who was nearby would 

be drawn over. Besides that, the appearance of the Heaven Lord earlier had already gathered many 

experts in the area. 

Swish! Swish! 

Several dozen experts arrived, all of them drawn over by that momentous battle. 

“How could this be? This demeanor, this strength…!” A Second Heaven God Lord felt his heart tremble 

as he stared at the chaotic world in the distance. Didn’t the intelligence reports say that the Heaven 

Lord’s strength had fallen to the God King level? 

“Since you’re here, why don’t you become my loyal soldiers?” The Heaven Lord’s voice resounded in all 

their hearts. “Run!” This was the only thought left in their minds. 

But in front of a God, there was nowhere to go! 

Boom! Whoosh! 

A terrifying ancient energy caused the world to shake and groan. This was the Ancient Race bloodline 

that had dominated all Ten Thousand Ancient Races. Every being in the range of ten million li had to 

drop to their knees and bow. 

Before the appearance of the Eight Great God Eyes, the Ancient Race had dominated the universe. If the 

two had existed in the same era, the founder of the Ancient Race might have been able to suppress the 

God Eyes. 

“Extinguish!” The Heaven Lord activated the Heavenly Dao God Eye, causing various kinds of Law energy 

to emerge. 

Fire, wind, and lightning brashly swept through the area, slaughtering all. 



Before a supreme God, those beneath the God King level had no chance of resisting! 

The world fell quiet once more. Everything before the Heavenly Dao God Eye had vanished. 

“Come out!” The Heaven Lord again activated the Heavenly Dao God Eye. 

Before killing these people, the Heaven Lord had planted Samsara marks on their bodies. Thus, he 

already had complete control of their souls. 

Whoosh! Whoosh! 

The dark underworld mist drifted out of the Heaven Lord’s eye, figures gradually emerging from it. 

“There will be another war soon. Now is the time to recruit soldiers!” The Heaven Lord chuckled as he 

began to work. The news that he killed the Samsara God had not spread yet, so there were still 

countless experts searching for him. 

In a place nearby: 

Thwish! 

A dazzling golden light swept through the world, destroying everything in its path. This person was none 

other than the Destruction God. 

“A God Eye has died!? What’s going on?” The Destruction God was uneasy, but he still decided to make 

his way toward the location indicated by the information that had been gathered. 

Soon, he sensed a familiar and powerful energy. 

“This aura… the Heaven Lord!?” The Destruction God was shocked. 

Why was the Heaven Lord’s aura so powerful? 

He sensed the aura of the fleeing Heaven Lord back then and knew that it was rather weak, indicating 

that his injuries were worse than theirs. After all, the Heaven Lord had endured two explosions and 

burned his own Origin energy. Otherwise, the six God Eyes would not have ended up in such a miserable 

state. 

But at this moment, the Heaven Lord did not seem very injured. 

“He doesn’t seem heavily injured, and what if this is real…? In a one-on-one, I’m no match for him!” As 

the Destruction God pondered, he maintained a distance from the Heaven Lord and prepared to retreat 

at any time. 

“I didn’t think that two God Eye Deities would come so quickly! Let us continue our battle then!” The 

Heaven Lord instantly smiled, and his body began to seethe with fighting intent. 

“Two?” The Destruction God’s eyes twinkled. 

On the other side of the Heaven Lord, a pitch-black figure slowly emerged. It was the Death God. 

“Destruction, I didn’t think that you would get here so fast.” The Death God sinisterly smiled. 



They had temporarily split up due to the struggle for the Heavenly Dao God Eye, but now, they both 

sensed that the Heaven Lord was not as heavily injured as he had seemed. In secret, the two God Eye 

Deities had already begun to discuss working together. 

King of Gods 

Chapter 1553: The Heaven Lord Rises Again 

The Destruction God and Death God were once more facing the Heaven Lord, but they both sensed that 

the Heaven Lord’s aura was powerful, his injuries not as serious as they imagined. His injuries were even 

lighter than those of the two God Eye Deities. 

The two God Eye Deities had never underestimated the Heaven Lord, and now, they simultaneously 

decided to work together against him. 

“Death Beam!” 

“Destruction Divine Ray!” 

The two God Eye Deities attacked with incredible speed. 

The strength of two God Eye Deities descended upon the region. The Destruction God’s eyes erupted 

with dazzling golden divine light that destroyed all it touched, even space itself. On the other side, the 

Death God’s eyes emitted a pitch-black ray of light that caused everything it touched to dim and decay. 

Two rays of energy, one black and one gold, shot toward the Heaven Lord. Being in the face of 

destructive attacks from two of the most offensively powerful God Eye Deities would make any other 

God not dare to be careless, but at this time, the Heaven Lord was extremely composed and did nothing 

at all. 

“What’s going on?” The Destruction God’s face darkened as he began to think. 

Based on the intelligence reports, the Heaven Lord should have only been a little stronger than a typical 

God King. When facing two God Eye Deities, he should have been doomed with zero chance of survival. 

Thus, the Heaven Lord might have already given upon resisting, knowing that he was powerless to resist. 

But for some reason, the Destruction God felt very uneasy. 

Boom! Bang! 

Gold and black energy completely engulfed the Heaven Lord’s body. A shockwave of forbidden energy 

swept across the world, causing the fabric of space itself to tremble. 

After a long while, the dust began to slowly settle. The two God Eyes pierced through all obstructions to 

stare into the center of the explosion. 

“Impossible!” Death and Destruction both blurted out in shock. 

The Heaven Lord’s body in the center of the explosion was gradually recovering. This trait, this ability… 

wasn’t it that of a Samsara Immortal Body? 

Could it be…? Did the Samsara God already kill the Heaven Lord and turn him into one of her Samsara 

Immortal Bodies? 
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But the two God Eye Deities soon thought of another possibility: the Samsara God was the one who was 

killed by the Heaven Lord, and the Heaven Lord had seized the abilities of the Samsara God Eye! 

“Impossible! Was the God Eye that died Samsara?” The Destruction God didn’t dare to believe this. 

The Heaven Lord’s fate had clearly been sealed, and he was clearly at the end of the line. How did he 

manage to kill a God Eye and rise again? 

Bzzzz! Booom! 

A golden screen of light erupted from the Destruction God’s eyes and began to sweep forward. All 

objects caught up in this screen were obliterated into nothingness. 

However, the effects of this screen of Destruction were extremely weak against the Heaven Lord. The 

Heaven Lord possessed one of the strongest physical bodies – the Ancient Race’s Ancient God-Devil 

Body – which possessed a supreme defense against any kind of energy. 

Despite that, the Destruction God’s Destruction energy was still effective against the Ancient God-Devil 

Body, but the Heaven Lord also possessed the abilities of the Samsara Immortal Body now. The two 

combined made it so that the Heaven Lord seemed completely unaffected. 

“Haha, Samsara was the first. Which of you two will be the second?” The Heaven Lord loudly laughed. 

The Samsara God Eye’s abilities combined with the Ancient God-Devil Body created an invincible 

strength that exceeded common sense! Even the Destruction God, who could obliterate all, could not 

completely destroy it. 

“You killed the Samsara God?” The Death God’s face chilled. 

“Haha, did you really think that I was heavily injured? That my cultivation had fallen?” The Heaven Lord 

couldn’t help but laugh. 

“There was some trick in those two explosions?” The Death God suddenly thought of something, his 

eyes rippling. 

Based on the situation then, it really did seem like the Heaven Lord had been forced into detonating the 

Ancestral Artifact and then detonating his Divine Kingdom, but now that he thought about it, the 

Heaven Lord could probably have predicted that not even the explosion of an Ancestral Artifact would 

be able to kill six God Eyes. If he had used the explosion of the Ancestral Artifact together with the 

explosion of the Divine Kingdom, he might have been able to kill one or two God Eyes while severely 

injuring the rest, but he had chosen to separate them. 

“Heh, in order to trick you six God Eyes, I wasted an Ancestral Artifact, countless years of resources 

accumulated by the Heaven Defying Faction, and a powerful substitute infused with the Ancient Race 

bloodline, but it was all worth it!” The Heaven Lord faintly smiled. 

Perhaps one God Eye could not compare to the total value of one Ancestral Artifact, the Heaven Defying 

Faction Divine Kingdom, and the Ancient Race bloodline substitute, but for the Heaven Lord, the God 

Eye Origin was far more valuable than all of that! 

Bzzz! 



The eye at the center of the Heaven Lord’s forehead opened, the eight pupils within beginning to turn. 

At the same time, eight eyes manifested behind the Heaven Lord. These eight phantom eyes were 

somewhat closer than before, and the hazy outline of another eye had appeared in the center. 

When Death and Destruction saw this hazy eye, their God Eyes felt a sense of both intimacy and fear. 

That Heavenly Dao God Eye exuded an ancient ancestral energy that was the source of all things and 

transcended them all. 

The entire world once more trembled, groveling at the Heaven Lord’s feet. 

“This is… the energy of the Ancestral Eye?” The two God Eye Deities instantly wondered. 

“Die!” The Heaven Lord shot toward the Destruction God. 

With his current abilities, he had no need to fear the two God Eye Deities. As long as he killed one first 

and stole their God Eye Origin, the other would be even easier to deal with. 

When the time came, nobody would be able to stop him. 

Thwish! 

The Heaven Lord hurtled forward with an unstoppable pressure. The Destruction God’s body trembled, 

his Destruction God Eye crazily pulsing. 

“The Art of Great Destruction!” The Destruction God clenched his teeth and began to form a spell. 

Buzz! Bzzz! 

The Destruction God Eye madly surged with energy as powerful Destruction Origin energy was 

harnessed. A nexus of destruction began to form between the Destruction God’s eyes, a golden sun of 

blinding radiance. 

“Go!” the Destruction God called out, sending forth this nexus of destruction. 

“Reversal!” The Heaven Lord used his Heavenly Dao God Eye to change the rules of the world. The 

golden sun changed directions and flew toward the Destruction God. 

“That move is no good against me.” The Destruction God focused. 

He was extremely familiar with this move of the Heaven Lord’s, so he had already prepared himself 

against it. His Destruction God Eye was controlling the golden sun this entire time and had it instantly 

turn around. 

“Oh? It seems that the God Eye Deities are no fools.” The Heaven Lord chuckled. 

The God Eye Deities instantly frowned. The Death God immediately attacked, releasing a black deathly 

mist, black threads of energy shooting out of it to coil around the Heaven Lord. 

Only by working together could they deal with the Heaven Lord. 

“Ancient Divine Fist!” The Heaven Lord activated his Ancient Race bloodline and fired a massive gold and 

silver fist. At the same time, the Heavenly Dao God Eye turned, strengthening the fist with various Laws. 



Boom! Bang! 

The Ancient Divine Fist struck the Destruction God’s Art of Great Destruction, the impact producing an 

immense storm of energy. A massive boom resounded through the world. 

Whoosh! 

The Destruction God’s body flew out of the destructive storm, rather worse for wear. 

“Destruction God, your strength doesn’t match your title.” The Heaven Lord loudly laughed. 

The Destruction God gnashed his teeth in anger. Even though he was the Destruction God, in that direct 

clash with the Heaven Lord just now, he wasn’t able to get any advantage and was actually slightly 

weaker. 

On the other side, the Death God’s expression became apprehensive. In terms of pure offensive power, 

the Destruction God was number one among the Eight Great God Eyes, and none of them dared to 

directly fight against him, but the Heaven Lord had done it. 

“Destruction, let’s work together!” The Death God turned into a black streak of light and arrived at the 

Destruction God’s side. 

When Death and Destruction worked together, they were the strongest offensive pair in all of the 

Ancient Desolate Realm of Gods. Not even the trio of the Divine Punishment, Spacetime, and Life God 

Eyes dared to underestimate them. 

“Death Decay!” The Death God focused his eyes on the Heaven Lord’s body, and God-level Death energy 

descended upon it. The Heaven Lord’s Ancient God-Devil Body somewhat dimmed. 

Compared to Destruction energy, the Death Law, which set everything on the path toward oblivion, 

appeared somewhat more effective against the Ancient God-Devil Body. And the Heaven Lord’s strength 

was also affected by the Death Law and began to gradually wane. 

Death was not merely a way to kill someone; it could also weaken and restrain. 

“Okay! You hold him down,” the Destruction God coldly said. Thwish! 

The Destruction God turned his Destruction God Eyes, once more firing off two beams of Destruction 

energy. 

The restrained and weakened Heaven Lord could no longer so boldly take on this attack. Although the 

Heaven Lord had feigned how severe they were, he was indeed still injured and not at full capacity. 

“Don’t get carried away!” Slightly incensed, the Heaven Lord bellowed. 

A vast and supreme energy erupted from the Heavenly Dao God Eye, destroying all laws and principles 

in the vicinity of tens of thousands of li. 

Boom! Bang! 

The Death God’s weakening was removed, and the Destruction God was caught off guard, blood trickling 

from the corner of his lips. 



“Retreat!” The two God Eye Deities made up their minds. The Heaven Lord’s power was too 

domineering. Even working together, they were still no match for him. 

Now was not the time to lose their heads in emotion. Even as Gods, they still needed to yield and 

retreat. 

“Die!” The Heaven Lord chased. 

He could not let such an excellent opportunity go. If he let them escape and recover, the two God Eye 

Deities would be much warier and much more difficult to deal with. 

Many experts had gathered in the northern region of the Ancient Desolate Realm of Gods, and news of 

this battle quickly spread. The Heaven Lord’s injuries had been feigned. The Samsara God Eye had 

already been killed while the Death God Eye and Destruction God Eye had been defeated by the Heaven 

Lord and were being chased down. 

The Divine Punishment, Spacetime, and Life Gods were searching for the Heaven Lord in the northern 

region of the Ancient Desolate Realm of Gods. 

“We can’t let the Heaven Lord succeed!” 

“Spacetime, you’re the fastest! Hurry and go!” 

The Divine Punishment and Life Gods had heavy hearts. If the Heaven Lord killed the two God Eye 

Deities, no one would be able to stop him. 

For a moment, the entire Ancient Desolate Realm of Gods was shaking as all of its top experts gathered 

in the north. 

King of Gods 

Chapter 1554: The Second 

Somewhere in the northern region of the Ancient Desolate Realm of Gods: 

Swoosh! Swoosh! 

Two streaks of light, one black and one gold, flew through the air. Around them, everything crumbled 

into dust. “Run!” The Death God had never felt more nervous. 

Normally, no one would believe that a mighty God Eye Deity would be showing such an expression. 

Boom! 

Behind them, a golden-silver streak of light suffused with an indomitable pressure was approaching. All 

things could only bow in its presence. 

“Pointless struggle.” The Heaven Lord coldly grunted as he punched. 

Terrifying energy gathered together and crushed forward. 

The Death God and Destruction God immediately used their God Eyes, unleashing Death and 

Destruction energy to hold off the Heaven Lord’s attack. 
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Boom! Bang! 

A destructive explosion swept through the skies. The two God Eye Deities fled once more. 

“Too strong!” The Destruction God was ghastly pale. In the earlier battle with the Heaven Lord, he took 

a blow that worsened his injuries. In the following pursuit, the Heaven Lord was simply unstoppable. The 

two God Eyes could only passively defend against his attacks, which gradually added to their injuries. 

Slowly, the Destruction God was becoming unable to hold on. After all, his strongest trait was 

unmatched offensive power; speed and defense were both weak points for him. 

The two of them were hoping to run into other experts over the course of their escape. However, those 

experts beneath the God level were powerless against the Heaven Lord. Any expert that entered the 

Heaven Lord’s vision during this escape was easily obliterated. 

There was one time when two God Kings came to help, but against the overwhelming power of the 

Heaven Lord, one died and one escaped, and that one only managed to escape because the Heaven 

Lord’s objective was the two God Eye Deities. 

“Spacetime, Divine Punishment, Life…!” The Heaven Lord’s Heavenly Dao God Eye suddenly sensed 

these three God Eyes. 

When facing two God Eyes, he possessed an absolute advantage, but against five God Eyes, he would be 

rather hard- pressed. After all, the Heaven Lord was not in his best condition and did not dare to be 

careless. 

“Reversal!” The Heaven Lord activated his Heavenly Dao God Eye and reversed the heavens and earth. 

In a flash, the Death God and Destruction God were suddenly traveling in a different direction. This 

slightly altered their course so that they were now somewhat farther from the three God Eyes. 

As he altered the world, the Heaven Lord punched. 

Boom! Boom! 

Two golden-silver beams pierced through the world. 

However, the two Gods were not that easy to deal with. The moment the Heaven Lord shifted the 

directions of the world, they promptly reacted and altered their course. After all, they had seen this 

move many times, and with their lives on the line, they did not dare to be careless. 

But they still found it difficult to avoid the Heaven Lord’s attack. 

Boom! Bang! 

The two used their God Eyes, unleashing their energies to block for them. 

But the Heaven Lord’s attacks were endless, wind, lightning, and fire brashly sweeping through the 

world. 

“Go!” By taking on even more wounds, the two God Eye Deities were able to escape this wave of 

attacks. 



“Weight!” The Heaven Lord used his eyes to place an immense weight on this region of the world. 

Everything within this region sank down. 

“Break!” The Destruction God used his God Eye, radiating a halo of Destruction energy that obliterated 

the weight around him and his comrade. 

Thwish! Thwish! 

The two God Eye Deities continued to flee while the Heaven Lord pursued. 

The Heaven Lord’s attacks were ceaseless. If the two God Eye Deities focused on defense, their speed 

would drop. If they focused on escaping, they would have to bear the brunt of the Heaven Lord’s 

attacks. In addition, their God Eyes were slowly being exhausted of energy. 

“If this continues, the two of us…” The Death God’s heart was heavy. 

As the Death God, he had never once been hunted down by someone else, nor had he ever been in such 

a desperate situation. He also knew that the Heavenly Dao God Eye possessed many abilities and 

formidable perception. With each flipping of the world’s directions, they were drawn farther and farther 

away from the help of other experts. 

However, they could only flee along the road the Heaven Lord had given them. 

“There’s still hope…!” The Destruction God gasped, his golden eyes somewhat dim. 

The Heaven Lord had risen again, alarming all of the Ancient Desolate Realm of Gods. More and more 

experts were gathering in this place. Experts would soon be coming from every direction, and it didn’t 

matter how the Heaven Lord moved around the directions. 

“There’s no hope for you!” The Heaven Lord grunted. He was extremely clear on the situation, so he 

needed to kill the Destruction God as quickly as possible. 

Boom! Bang! 

The world shattered apart as two beams of lightning shot toward the two God Eye Deities. 

“Death Beam!” 

“Destruction Divine Ray!” 

The two Gods were forced to use their God Eyes to attack and neutralize the Heaven Lord’s attack. 

Boom! Bang! Crash! 

In this clash, their injuries worsened again. 

But this time, the two Gods sensed that the world had suddenly gotten much warmer and brighter. In 

the distance, a golden sun was rising. 

“…Bright Sun God!” The two God Eye Deities saw hope and became extremely excited. 

“I said before, there’s no hope for you two!” the Heaven Lord coldly said as he once more attacked. 



Suddenly, two black dots appeared in front. These were two enormous black-gold warships rapidly flying 

through the air. 

Your Excellency, we kept you waiting!” the Left Protector and Right Protector called out in unison from 

the warships. “No… how!?” the Death God and Destruction God called out in alarm. 

The Heaven Lord had planned everything out, with the remnants of the Heaven Defying Faction already 

on their way. “Activate the Destruction weapons!” the two Protectors ordered. 

The major Destruction weapons on the two warships had already finished building up energy and could 

fire at any time. 

Kaboom! 

Two massive beams of white light swept out from the warships. At the same time, the Heaven Lord used 

the Heavenly Dao God Eye, harnessing the power of Fire and Lightning to cover the areas not covered by 

the Destruction weapons. 

Destructive energy packed every inch of the world. The two God Eye Deities had nowhere to run! 

“Weight!” The eye on the Heaven Lord’s forehead gleamed with savage light. Immense weight suddenly 

engulfed that region of destructive energy. 

Plush! 

The Destruction God’s body trembled as he bent over and vomited blood. 

“Destruction!” The Death God’s heart trembled. He knew that the Heaven Lord planned to kill 

Destruction first and then him. 

Although he didn’t have much of a personal relationship with the Destruction God, the Gods were once 

part of the same faction, comrades for countless years. To see Destruction about to be killed by another 

and his God Eye Origin seized left an extremely unpleasant taste in the Death God’s mouth. 

However, he could not save the Destruction God, so he could only use this chance to escape. 

Thwish! 

The Death God began to exude a formidable God energy that caused everything in the world to wither 

and trend toward oblivion. He made an opening and fled. 

“I’ll be taking this second God Eye!” The Heaven Lord ignored the Death God. Gathering his bloodline 

energy, and with the boost from the Heavenly Dao God Eye, he launched a supreme strike. 

At the same time, the Heaven Defying Faction’s warships fired again to lock down the Destruction God. 

Boom! Bang! 

The Destruction God’s body suddenly erupted with a terrifying energy that threatened to drown away 

everything. 

“Self-detonation!?” The Heaven Defying Faction members on the warships felt their blood go cold. 



The self-detonation of a God – the most offensively powerful Destruction God – was something that 

they probably wouldn’t survive. 

“Samsara Bind!” The Heaven Lord immediately used the Heavenly Dao God Eye. 

The unique power of the Samsara Bind was the counterpart to Destruction energy, the two of them 

neutralizing each other. 

When facing the Samsara God’s Samsara Bind, the Heaven Lord was forced to use the supreme attack of 

the Heavenly Dao God Eye just to undo it. 

Hisssss! 

The eye at the center of the Heaven Lord’s forehead exuded the dark mist of the Samsara underworld. 

The dark mist coiled around the explosion. 

Brrrooom! 

The two terrifying energies clashed with each other. In the end, the dark mist was scattered by the 

golden light, allowing this Destructive energy to illuminate the world. 

“The second is dead, and now it’s time for the third!” In this golden world, the Heaven Lord roared as he 

immediately moved. 

Weakened by the Samsara Bind, the Destruction God’s self-detonation no longer possessed that 

terrifying power. With his Ancient God-Devil Body and Samsara Immortal Body, he had nothing to fear. 

Thwish! 

The Heaven Lord pursued in a flash of light. 

“I can’t fight back!” The Death God’s heart trembled. 

He knew that the Destruction God, understanding that he couldn’t escape, had self-detonated to give 

the Death God a chance to run, but the Heaven Lord’s strength was already far above a God’s. 

Suddenly: 

“Stop!” an ethereal voice spoke, seeming to come from extremely far away. 

In a series of intense spatial ripples and a silver flash of light, a white-haired elder appeared. 

“Spacetime!” The Death God’s eyes brightened. 

“One of them died!?” The Spacetime God’s expression was dour. He was a step too late! 

At the same time, a scorching golden-red light came rushing over. The shrill cry of a bird resounded 

throughout the world, and a moment later, a man appeared, his body circled by golden-red feathers and 

exuding endless heat and light. 

“Heh, Death God Eye, I’ll take your life next time.” The Heaven Lord indifferently glanced at the 

Spacetime God and Bright Sun God. 



It wasn’t that he was afraid of these two, but he wasn’t at his peak condition. Killing the Samsara God 

and chasing down the Destruction God and Death God was extremely taxing on him, and he had used 

the abilities of the Heavenly Dao God Eye far too many times. 

“Want to leave?” The Spacetime God’s eyes flashed with cold light. 

Suddenly: 

Kabooom! 

The world quaked as the supreme energy of the Destruction God surged out of the Fan Universe. 

Gleaming golden light began to gather in the eye on the center of the Heaven Lord’s forehead. 

“The Destruction God Eye’s power….” The Heaven Lord spread apart his arms, opened the Heavenly Dao 

God Eye wide, and took in this Destruction Origin energy. 

Behind him, the eight phantom God Eyes became even more in-focus, even closer together. The 

mysterious outline of the eye in the center also grew more distinct. An ancestral energy that 

transcended all began to exude from it, causing the principles of the universe itself to tremble and 

demanding obedience from all things. 

At this moment, everyone present inexplicably trembled, feeling themselves to be puny ants. 

Far in the distance, a youth in a crystalline white robe appeared. Zhao Feng had arrived. 

Upon returning to the Life Sacred Land, he had learned of the Heaven Lord’s movements, but he was 

afraid that he would arrive in the north too late. Thus, he borrowed the memories of other experts so he 

could use Thought Teleportation directly. 

“The energy… of the Ancestral Eye!” Zhao Feng’s heart trembled. 

After killing a second God Eye Deity, the Heaven Lord had furthered the evolution of his Heavenly Dao 

God Eye into the Heavenly Dao Ancestral Eye. 

Thumpthump! Thumpthump! 

Within his Origin Dimension, the dreamy silver ball began to shudder, releasing massive amounts of 

Dream Origin energy. 

Hiss… 

That stabbing pain caused Zhao Feng to cover his left eye. 

He sensed that there was an even stronger energy in the dreamy silver ball that wanted to break its 

shackles. 

King of Gods 

Chapter 1555: Gathering of the Strong 

The Heaven Lord spread apart his arms, accepting the Destruction God Eye power pouring down from 

the Fan Universe. The eye in the center of his forehead pulsed with ever-greater power. All of the realm 
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trembled, all things bowing in submission. The principles governing the universe trembled, and for a 

moment, the Heaven Lord seemed to stand above everything. 

Everyone present felt their hearts inexplicably tremble, including the Death God, Spacetime God, and 

Bright Sun God. All of them felt like they had become tiny specks of dust. 

The Spacetime God, who was just about to attack, couldn’t help but stop. The Heavenly Dao God Eye 

had a powerful suppressive effect against any one of the Eight Great God Eyes, and now, the Heavenly 

Dao God Eye had become even stronger – so strong that the Spacetime God did not have the courage to 

strike! 

After taking in the Destruction God’s power, the Heaven Lord began to retract that heaven-shaking aura 

into his body. “Eight Great God Eyes, these will be your last days alive!” The Heaven Lord laughed and 

went off into the distance. 

The Heaven Defying Faction members, protected by the warship, didn’t suffer severe losses. 

“Go.” The Heaven Lord left with the members of the Heaven Defying Faction. 

A few moments later, the supreme auras of the Life God and Divine Punishment God arrived on the 

scene. They could tell roughly what happened based on the situation before them. 

“The Heaven Lord is too dangerous….” The Spacetime God Eye lowered his head as he reluctantly 

admitted this fact. “We have to get rid of him as soon as possible!” The Divine Punishment God was grim 

and solemn. 

“We might no longer be a match for him,” the Life God immediately said. 

The Death God and Destruction God worked together, but the Heaven Lord was still able to kill one of 

them. If not for the arrival of the Spacetime God and Bright Sun God, the Death God might have died as 

well. 

And the Heaven Lord now had two God Eye Origins. He was now so strong that not even four God Eye 

Deities working together would be enough to oppose him. 

If they once more fell for one of the Heaven Lord’s schemes and lost another God Eye, they would truly 

be finished. Thus, they needed to quickly recover, gather up the power of the Ancient Desolate Realm of 

Gods, and discuss a plan. 

At this moment: 

Hisssss! 

Zhao Feng’s left eye was unleashing vast floods of Dream Origin, dying the entire world around him in 

dreamy hues and causing it to tremble. 

“This is…?” The Bright Sun God was startled as he stared at the distant Zhao Feng. 

“The Ninth God Eye!” The Life God also looked over. 

“His God Eye energy is getting stronger and stronger!” The Divine Punishment God stared at Zhao Feng’s 

left eye in alarm. 



He sensed an immensely powerful energy from Zhao Feng’s body, but given the current situation, this 

was good news. The energy of a God Eye was a power they could not go without in the battle against 

the Heaven Lord. 

“It might have been the stimulation from the Heavenly Dao God Eye….” the Death God muttered. 

The Eight Great God Eyes all had a reaction to the Heavenly Dao God Eye. Zhao Feng was previously 

unable to use the full extent of the Ninth God Eye’s power, but after being stimulated by the Heavenly 

Dao God Eye, he was probably able to use more of its power. 

At this point, the Death God had lost all interest in Zhao Feng’s Ninth God Eye. Dealing with the Heaven 

Lord was the first priority now. The opposing factions of God Eyes had already ceased to exist. He just 

hoped that Zhao Feng could reach the same level as the rest of them so that he could be useful in the 

battle against the Heaven Lord. 

“Let’s withdraw.” The Spacetime God sighed. 

“Everyone, let’s go to my Life Sacred Land,” the Life God offered. 

Although the Heaven Lord had retreated, no one knew what he was planning. Thus, it was better that 

the four God Eyes did not split up, or else they might give the Heaven Lord an opening. Moreover, the 

Life God could treat the injuries of the other God Eyes so that they could recover as quickly possible. 

“Life, you don’t mind me, right?” The Death God gave a mocking chuckle. 

“We have to remove the Heaven Lord as quickly possible. Let us discuss countermeasures at the Life 

God’s Sacred Land,” the Bright Sun God proposed. 

“Okay!” The Life God agreed. 

The Gods returned to the Life Sacred Land, and Zhao Feng went back with them. 

The news of the deaths of the Samsara God Eye and Destruction God Eye soon spread throughout the 

Ancient Desolate Realm of Gods, stunning everyone. Gods had always been the supreme experts of the 

Ancient Desolate Realm of Gods, undying and unkillable. Never had one of the Eight Great God Eyes 

died, much less two in a row. 

Once the Gods reached the Life Sacred Land, they issued a call for all the experts of the Ancient Desolate 

Realm of Gods to gather and discuss countermeasures. 

The Life Sacred Land began to reconsolidate after the war. 

The God Eye Deities entered seclusion. The wounds from the Ancestral Artifact detonation and Heaven 

Defying Faction Divine Kingdom detonation were not that easy to heal. They needed the power of the 

Life God. 

In a secret chamber awash with pure Life energy, the four God Eye Deities were seated cross-legged on 

the floor. 

“I didn’t think that even some of the Eight Great God Eyes would die!” The Death God sighed. Even 

though he was the Death God, he had nearly died himself at the hands of the Heaven Lord. 



“Don’t think about so much. If we can recover before the Heaven Lord, we can catch him offguard,” the 

Life God gently said. 

During the healing process, the Life God realized that there was some sort of connection between the 

four God Eyes and that her healing techniques were much more effective than anticipated. If this 

continued, they might be able to recover before the Heaven Lord. 

“Mm!” The Divine Punishment God grunted. 

In a certain palace within the Life Sacred Land: 

“Brother Feng, if the Heaven Lord really does fuse together the Heavenly Dao Ancestral Eye, do you 

think this world really will vanish like a dream as the legends say it will?” Zhao Yufei lay on Zhao Feng’s 

chest, a serene expression on her face. 

“It won’t!” Zhao Feng replied after a moment’s hesitation. 

But this was not what he actually thought. Zhao Feng understood that the Heaven Defying Faction’s goal 

was to leave this world, and this was the reason the Heaven Lord wanted the Heavenly Dao Ancestral 

Eye. This meant that the legend might be true. 

“The Heaven Lord is just one person. The God Eye Deities will eliminate him and bring all this to a stop.” 

Zhao Feng gently stroked Zhao Yufei’s supple hair. 

“Brother Feng!” Zhao Yufei looked up at Zhao Feng, somewhat worried. 

She had once been happy that Zhao Feng had the Ninth God Eye, as it meant that Zhao Feng was certain 

to become a supreme expert. But now, Zhao Feng, as the Ninth God Eye, was one of the Heaven Lord’s 

targets and would have to participate in the battle against the Heaven Lord. 

Zhao Feng clenched his fists. The Heaven Lord had to be eliminated, or else it would be hard to say what 

would happen to the Ancient Desolate Realm of Gods. 

Time slowly passed. The Heaven Defying Faction and the Heaven Lord seemed to disappear like a puff of 

steam, and there was no news of them. 

The Ancient Desolate Realm of Gods gradually became peaceful. 

Summoned by the four God Eye Deities and the Bright Sun God, many experts of the Ancient Desolate 

Realm of Gods began to gather in the Life Sacred Land. 

After one year, the neutral member of the Eight Great God Eyes, the Myriad Forms God Eye, arrived at 

the Life Sacred Land. 

Five years quickly passed. 

The four God Eye Deities were busy healing their injuries and did not appear once, so the Myriad Forms 

God Eye and the Bright Sun God handled everything. 

Zhao Feng did not rest in this period, rushing around here and there. 



Zhao Feng didn’t know if the Heaven Lord was still watching him. Not even God Eye Deities could 

oppose the Heaven Lord, and if the Heaven Lord was still hunting the Ninth God Eye, Zhao Feng was 

placing himself in immense danger. 

Even though he possessed the Dream God Eye, he was still insignificant to the Heaven Lord – someone 

who could be easily crushed. 

Thus, Zhao Feng was rushing around everywhere in search of Space Ancestral Artifact fragments. Once 

he obtained all the Space Ancestral Artifact fragments, Heaven Ascendant would absorb them all on its 

own and become a complete Ancestral Artifact. 

If he had a complete defensive Ancestral Artifact, he would have one more powerful trump card at his 

disposal. 

In the battle with the Heaven Defying Faction, Zhao Feng had obtained many spoils, with many Ancestral 

Artifact fragments among them. He used all his spoils besides the Ancestral Artifact fragments to 

exchange with the other experts of the Ancient Desolate Realm of Gods for Space Ancestral Artifact 

fragments. 

In these last five years, Zhao Feng had traded for two pieces and found one on his own. 

“I’ve come back to this place….” Zhao Feng had returned to the Gulong Zone. 

He had learned from intelligence reports that the Heaven Devouring Sacred Land’s God King Swallow 

Devour possessed a Space Ancestral Artifact fragment. 

The Heaven Devouring Sacred Land floated above a holy land of the Gulong Zone. 

Zhao Feng’s arrival alarmed the experts of the Heaven Devouring Sacred Land. 

“Who goes there?” An elderly and dignified voice came out from the barrier of the Heaven Devouring 

Sacred Land. 

“Zhao Feng,” Zhao Feng flatly replied. 

A few moments later, a gap appeared in the barrier, and a white-haired elder stepped out. Strange black 

symbols covered his cheeks. 

“I did not think that Ninth God Eye Zhao Feng would pay a visit. We were rude in not coming out to 

greet you! Please forgive our lack of courtesy!” The elder immediately welcomed Zhao Feng inside. 

Zhao Feng’s deeds had spread far and wide, and normally would have shaken the entire realm. It was 

just that the trouble created by the Heaven Lord had drowned them out. 

Even so, no one in the Ancient Desolate Realm of Gods dared to look down on Zhao Feng. At the very 

least, everyone who once desired the Ninth God Eye had dispelled any such thoughts. 

This elder guided Zhao Feng to the main hall of the Heaven Devouring Sacred Land. 

Even before he entered, a loud voice rang out; “For what reason has the Ninth God Eye paid a personal 

visit?” 



An imposing man with a rough and crude face was seated in the upper reaches of the hall. 

“The four God Eye Deities in the Life Sacred Land have issued a decree for all experts to gather and 

discuss countermeasures against the Heaven Lord. God King Swallow Devour, why have you not gone?” 

Zhao Feng appeared rather surprised. 

“This problem was created by the Eight Great God Eyes. I am confident that the God Eye Deities are 

capable of dealing with it!” God King Swallow Devour heartily laughed. 

In his view, the Heaven Lord was only targeting the God Eyes, and the matter had little to do with him. 

And weren’t there still six God Eye Deities left? That should be enough to deal with the Heaven Lord. 

God King Swallow Devour was not the only one with this thought. Zhao Feng had met several other God 

Kings with the same idea in his search for Ancestral Artifact fragments. 

“But you didn’t come here to convince me to join the faction against the Heaven Lord, right?” God King 

Swallow Devour questioned. 

Seeing that God King Swallow Devour was being so blunt, Zhao Feng dropped the pleasantries and went 

straight to the point. “I hear that God King Swallow Devour has a Space Ancestral Artifact fragment. Is 

this rumor true?” 

“Oh? You are interested in my Space Ancestral Artifact fragment?” God King Swallow Devour squinted. 

In truth, he had long ago heard that Zhao Feng was searching for Space Ancestral Artifact fragment, 

apparently hoping to fuse them into a complete Ancestral Artifact. Thus, God King Swallow Devour had 

intentionally spread the rumor. 

“What conditions does God King Swallow Devour have?” Zhao Feng faintly smiled. He was sure that God 

King Swallow Devour knew his goal. 

“Zhao Feng, you must be gathering Space Ancestral Artifact fragments in order to fight back against the 

Heaven Lord. In exchange for your Space Pseudo Ancestral Artifact, I, God King Swallow Devour, am 

willing to join the anti-Heaven Lord faction!” God King Swallow Devour put on an urgent expression as 

he righteously declared. 

Zhao Feng’s eyes flashed. It turned out that God King Swallow Devour was after his Pseudo Ancestral 

Artifact. 

You still cannot fully use your God Eye’s power. I will prove to be of greater use if I take your place in the 

battle against the Heaven Lord,” God King Swallow Devour added, beginning to exude a frightening 

pressure. 

The Heaven Devouring Sacred Land was ranked in the middle of the eighteen Sacred Lands of the 

Ancient Desolate Realm of Gods, but God King Swallow Devour was ranked among the very best God 

Kings. 

If God King Swallow Devour possessed a complete Ancestral Artifact, he could exhibit the fighting power 

of a God. Even if it was just a Space Pseudo Ancestral Artifact, God King Swallow Devour was strong 

enough that his strength would be infinitesimally close to a God’s. 



King of Gods 

Chapter 1556: Boost in Ability 

“God King Swallow Devour, you’re underestimating the Ninth God Eye.” Zhao Feng merely smiled at God 

King Swallow Devour’s words. 

After breaking into the Third Heaven, Zhao Feng didn’t even need to use the Dream God Eye or the 

Pseudo Ancestral Artifact to have the strength equivalent to an average God King. If he used both of 

them, he could even fight against a top-class God King. 

And in witnessing the evolution of the Heavenly Dao God Eye, his Dream God Eye was stimulated, which 

had seemingly increased its power. Although Zhao Feng hadn’t felt anything substantial yet, he was sure 

that his Dream Origin had increased. He could use it over long periods of time without worrying. 

“Oh? You believe that you will be more effective than me in battle?” God King Swallow Devour gave a 

profound smile. 

He had also once dreamed about obtaining the Ninth God Eye, but as Zhao Feng matured, he gradually 

cast aside the idea, unwilling to offend Zhao Feng. But this did not mean that God King Swallow Devour 

felt he was inferior to Zhao Feng, at least not while Zhao Feng was still unable to use the full power of 

the Ninth God Eye, having only recently broken into the Third Heaven. 

“This one said nothing of the sort.” Zhao Feng faintly smiled. 

“Why don’t we do this? You seem to be extremely confident in your strength, so let’s have a simple 

bout. If you win, I’ll give you my Space Ancestral Artifact fragment. If I win, you will trade me your 

Pseudo Ancestral Artifact.” God King Swallow Devour gave a nonchalant smile, and his eyes gleamed as 

he slowly spoke. 

God King Swallow Devour’s proposal seemed to benefit Zhao Feng more. After all, if Zhao Feng won, he 

would receive the Ancestral Artifact fragment with no questions asked, but if he lost, he would still get 

something in exchange for the Pseudo Ancestral Artifact. 

“Okay! I would also like to experience God King Swallow Devour’s skills.” After some thought, Zhao Feng 

agreed. 

“Good, then let’s go!” God King Swallow Devour smugly smiled. 

In his view, Zhao Feng might be the Ninth God Eye, but it was precisely this fact that made Zhao Feng 

too conceited. 

The Heaven Devouring Sacred Land was located on the edge of the Ancient Desolate Realm of Gods and 

was rather inconspicuous, but God King Swallow Devour was definitely one of the best God Kings. Once 

he obtained Zhao Feng’s Pseudo Ancestral Artifact and gathered the rest of the fragments into a 

supreme Ancestral Artifact, he would become a God. Even if Zhao Feng later became a God himself, he 

would still have nothing to fear. 

Not much later, the two of them arrived at an independent dimension. God King Swallow Devour had 

also asked some of the upper echelon members of his faction to spectate the battle. 

“Zhao Feng, let’s begin!” God King Swallow Devour smiled. 
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His bloodline energy surged, and his body got larger and larger. Two black horns sprouted from his head. 

The black tattoos on God King Swallow Devour’s body began to wriggle and writhe, surging into his 

savage mouth. 

Swish! 

Zhao Feng gathered Primal Chaos and Tribulation Lightning energy into his hand, instantly creating a 

Primal Chaos Tribulation Lightning Sword. 

God King Swallow Devour activated his bloodline energy from the very start, showing that he was intent 

on obtaining the Pseudo Ancestral Artifact and would not go easy. Thus, Zhao Feng would also not show 

any courtesy. After all, a top-class God King was no easy opponent. 

God King Charflame and God King Heaven Dragon were considered average God Kings, but God King 

Swallow Devour and the Illusion God Race’s God King Nethercloud were top-class God Kings. 

Thwish! 

An immense Primal Chaos Tribulation Lightning Sword shot forward. 

“Swallow!” God King Swallow Devour opened his mouth, and a black vortex suddenly appeared in front 

of the sword. It exerted a powerful devouring force that pulled at the sword. 

“Primal Chaos energy and Tribulation Lightning energy? A little hard to swallow.” God King Swallow 

Devour’s expression flickered. 

He could instantly devour the attack of any ordinary Third Heaven God Lord. Although Primal Chaos 

energy had a devouring property, the Heaven Devouring Race was renowned for its ability to devour, so 

it was unquestionably stronger. In addition, God King Swallow Devour had a higher cultivation. 

A few moments later, God King Swallow Devour had absorbed the sword. God King Swallow Devour’s 

belly slightly bulged. 

“Go!” God King Swallow Devour roared, and then he spat out a ball of Primal Chaos Tribulation Lightning 

energy. This ball of energy also contained some of God King Swallow Devour’s own Divine Power. 

The Heaven Devouring Race could devour any energy and make it their own. 

“As expected of the Heaven Devouring Race!” Zhao Feng circulated his Divine Power and activated 

Heaven Ascendant. In a flash, an extremely solid spatial barrier enveloped Zhao Feng. Upon smashing 

into this barrier, the dark ball of energy was progressively weakened. 

Boom! Bang! 

In the end, the Pseudo Ancestral Artifact succeeded in blocking the ball of energy. 

“As expected of Pseudo Ancestral Artifact Heaven Ascendant. And it seems to be at an incredibly high 

level of completion!” God King Swallow Devour did not attempt to hide his desire for the crystalline 

robe. 

“Swallow!” God King Swallow Devour focused on Zhao Feng and opened his mouth wide. 



A black vortex appeared around Zhao Feng. 

Thwish! 

Zhao Feng immediately moved away from it, but the black vortex still managed to devour some of his 

Divine Power and the Pseudo Ancestral Artifact’s energy. 

“It seems like top-class God Kings really can’t be underestimated.” Zhao Feng chuckled. 

Boom! Hisss! 

Primal Chaos energy and Tribulation Lightning energy surged, forming several dozen Primal Chaos 

Tribulation Lightning Swords in front of Zhao Feng. With a wave of his hand, he sent these swords flying 

in every direction. 

“Good! This old man will take them all!” God King Swallow Devour heartily laughed and opened his 

savage black mouth to suck it all in. 

A black vortex formed around him that sought to pull in and devour everything in the world. 

“Swallow!” God King Swallow Devour roared, the devouring energy of the vortex soaring. All the Primal 

Chaos Tribulation Lightning Swords were instantly devoured. 

“What a powerful devouring ability!” In shock, Zhao Feng suddenly realized something. 

At this time, God King Swallow Devour opened his mouth and spat out a heaven-shaking energy, 

Boooooom! 

An immense ball of Primal Chaos and Tribulation Lightning energy flew forward, causing the fabric of 

space itself to tremble. 

Fortunately, Zhao Feng had predicted this and already formed a Primal Chaos Lightning Vortex. 

Boom! Bang! 

God King Swallow Devour’s mighty attacked slammed into the Primal Chaos Lightning Vortex. After a 

momentary stalemate, the Primal Chaos Lightning Vortex shattered, but beneath it was the barrier of 

the Pseudo Ancestral Artifact. 

A Pseudo Ancestral Artifact was not omnipotent, and in the face of a powerful attack from a top-class 

God King, it was still rather hard-pressed. Fortunately, the Primal Chaos Lightning Vortex weakened God 

King Swallow Devour’s attack, or else it might not have succeeded. 

“Haha, Zhao Feng, you only just broke into the Third Heaven. For you to take a few blows from this old 

man is already 

rather impressive!” God King Swallow Devour laughed in delight. It was like the Pseudo Ancestral 

Artifact w 

his. 



The Heaven Devouring Race can devour external energy and make it their own. If I don’t let him devour 

anything, the Heaven Devouring Race’s power will be greatly reduced…. Zhao Feng began to think. 

The devouring ability of the Heaven Devouring Race was a kind of powerful defense. The more one 

attacked them, the more their power grew. But if one didn’t attack, how could one defeat them? 

“I hear that the Heaven Devouring Race can devour all things, so why don’t you try my Ninth God Eye?” 

Zhao Feng suddenly thought of something and calmed down. 

“The Dream Dao, hm?” God King Swallow Devour was not at all worried. 

He could even devour Death, Destruction, Spacetime, and the other energies of the Eight Great God 

Eyes. It was rumored that the Ninth God Eye specialized in the Dream Dao, but God King Swallow 

Devour had also fought with experts of this line and devoured their energy just like everyone else’s. 

“Dreamification!” Zhao Feng harnessed a vast amount of Origin energy, and a dreamy mist emerged 

from his left eye and dyed the entire world into a dreamy paradise. 

Everything Zhao Feng saw became dazzling and bright, but unlike before, all objects in his vision became 

illusory and transparent. 

“This power…!” God King Swallow Devour’s face went stiff. He had inexplicably begun to weaken. This 

energy did not seem like the power of the Dream Dao. 

“Swallow!” God King Swallow Devour used his Devouring Law. 

Hisssss! 

A black vortex appeared in the air. 

However, the dreamy hues remained as strong as ever, completely unaffected. 

“He can’t devour my Origin energy?” Zhao Feng saw what was going on. It seemed like his Dream Origin 

was very unique. 

“Extinguish!” Using his Thought power and focusing on a thought, he had the black vortex disappear. 

“Dreamification has gotten even stronger!” Zhao Feng had an idea. 

At this time, everything before him was ethereal and transparent, as if it was all fake. This allowed Zhao 

Feng to very easily wipe it all away. 

Zhao Feng once more used his Thought power, but his target this time was God King Swallow Devour. 

In the past, Dreamification could at most obliterate experts of the same level. It would have very little 

effect on experts of a higher level. But Zhao Feng wanted to see what would happen now. 

An intangible and indescribably mysterious power descended upon God King Swallow Devour. A 

moment later, God King Swallow Devour sensed that the Divine Power and bloodline energy in his divine 

body was beginning to disappear. 

“No, how can this be?” God King Swallow Devour used all his energy to resist the mystical ability of the 

Ninth God Eye. 



Although he managed to slow down the rate of disappearance, he could not completely stop it. 

“It seems like Dreamification really has gotten stronger, and since the Heaven Devouring Race bloodline 

is somewhat low-level, it can’t resist that much.” Zhao Feng analyzed the situation before him. 

“Then I’ll attack and defeat you first!” God King Swallow Devour’s face turned savage as he shot 

forward. 

Boom! 

He thrust forward a palm, sending a massive wave of black energy infused with immense devouring 

power toward Zhao Feng. 

“Extinguish!” Zhao Feng focused. 

A bizarre energy assailed the wave, and though the wave did not disappear, it was greatly weakened. 

Boom! Bang! 

The weakened attack was blocked by the Pseudo Ancestral Artifact. 

The Heaven Devouring Race was not inherently strong; they primarily relied on devouring the power of 

others. And God King Swallow Devour’s unempowered attack had also been weakened by 

Dreamification, making it even more mediocre. 

Zhao Feng faintly smiled. It seemed like the battle was over. 

In terms of speed, he was not one bit slower than God King Swallow Devour, and when it came to 

defense, he had the Pseudo Ancestral Artifact. God King Swallow Devour was also being constantly 

weakened by Dreamification. This weakening would not injure him, but the vanishing of these things 

would damage God King Swallow Devour’s foundations. 

After trying several more attacks, God King Swallow Devour gave up and called out, “Stop! I concede!” 

Under the constant effects of Dreamification, his strength had plunged. If this continued, he would only 

end up in an even worse situation. 

Nearby, the upper echelon members of the Heaven Devouring Sacred Land were all stunned. God King 

Swallow Devour conceded! 

But there was nothing that could be done. The Heaven Devouring Race would be strong when it 

encountered the strong, as it could devour the energy of others, but alas, God King Swallow Devour 

could not devour Dream Origin energy. Moreover, Zhao Feng had no flaws when it came to speed or 

defense, and the Dream God Eye had only gotten stronger after being stimulated by the Heavenly Dao 

God Eye. God King Swallow Devour could only concede, or else even his foundation would be damaged 

by Zhao Feng. 

After conceding, God King Swallow Devour handed over his Space Ancestral Artifact fragment. 

“Still one piece missing!” Heaven Ascendant told Zhao Feng. 



It was also getting rather excited. Would Zhao Feng really be able to restore it to its complete form so 

that it could once more display the power of an Ancestral Artifact? 

“Let’s return to the Sacred Land to gather more information.” 

Many experts had gathered in the Life Sacred Land by now. Some of them might know something about 

the final Space Ancestral Artifact fragment’s whereabouts. 

Just as Zhao Feng was returning, outside of the Life Sacred Land, nearly ten Heaven’s Legacy Race 

members wearing black robes, accompanied by Liu Qinxin, arrived. 

King of Gods 

Chapter 1557: The Destiny God Eye 

The arrival of the Heaven’s Legacy Race’s Sage Faction sent shockwaves throughout the Life Sacred 

Land. Although many great powers knew that that the Heaven’s Legacy Race was divided into the Sage 

Faction and the Heaven Defying Faction and that the two factions had long ago ceased interactions with 

each other, they still knew too little about the Heaven’s Legacy Race. This made them extremely fearful 

of the Sage Faction and unable to relax. 

“For what reason have Good Sirs made such a long journey?” the Bright Sun God spoke. 

The Heaven Defying Faction has thrown the Ancient Desolate Realm of Gods into disarray. As a member 

of the Heaven’s Legacy Race, this old man feels deep shame and remorse. In response to the call, this 

old man has come to the Life Sacred Land to discuss countermeasures against the Heaven Lord,” Yu 

Tianwu stepped forward and calmly said. 

Yu Tianwu seemed completely unaffected by the current situation, his every action exuding calm and 

wisdom that made people want to believe him. 

The experts in the Life Sacred Land mentally conversed with each other. 

They were naturally aware of the Heaven’s Legacy Race’s capabilities. If they had the help of the Sage 

Faction, they would definitely have it much easier against the Heaven Defying Faction. 

However, they still found it impossible to completely trust the Sage Faction, especially at a time like this. 

If they made some sort of mistake, they might end being completely crushed by the Heaven Lord. 

The Myriad Forms God was calmer than most, and as he stared at the Sage Faction group, his eyes 

eventually settled on the white-robed woman. 

This woman was graceful and elegant, like a lotus in an ink painting. She possessed an air of 

transcendent and mysterious elegance. Many of the experts in the Life Sacred Land couldn’t help but 

occasionally glance at this woman. 

But the Myriad Forms God did not focus on Liu Qinxin because of her beauty, but because of her unique 

and familiar aura. 

“This person…” The Myriad Forms God closed his eyes and began to think back. 
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Suddenly, a soft and elegant voice resounded in the Myriad Forms God’s mind, “Myriad Forms, you’ve 

already forgotten about me?” 

Opening his eyes, the Myriad Forms God exchanged stares with Liu Qinxin. 

“You’re… Destiny!” The Myriad Forms God was startled. 

“The Destiny God Eye?” The Bright Sun God was shocked. The most enigmatic of the Eight Great God 

Eyes, the Destiny God Eye, had finally appeared. 

“Everyone, please enter!” The Bright Sun God opened the Sacred Land’s barrier. 

The Heaven Lord’s goal was the Eight Great God Eyes, with the Destiny God Eye being one of his targets. 

Her presence made them all accept the Sage Faction without condition, as they trusted that the Destiny 

God Eye would not play around with her own life. 

“The Destiny God Eye?” Zhao Feng faintly smiled. Now that his Dream God Eye had evolved, he sensed 

something when looking at Liu Qinxin just now. 

But deep inside, he still couldn’t believe that Liu Qinxin was actually the Destiny God Eye. 

“Feng, you’ve returned!” Liu Qinxin looked at Zhao Feng, a hint of joy appearing in her usually 

emotionless eyes. 

“I didn’t think that you would come with the sages.” 

Yu Tianwu and Liu Qinxin had both emerged from seclusion, and they brought many sages with them. 

This indicated just how serious the situation was. 

“Destiny, you should have predicted all this. Why didn’t you tell us? Unless…” the Myriad Forms God 

immediately asked. 

The Destiny God Eye knew the destiny of the world. She definitely could have noticed some clues before 

the Heaven Lord was able to obtain the Heavenly Dao God Eye. At the same time, the Myriad Forms God 

noticed that Liu Qinxin’s God Eye energy was not that strong. 

“In truth, starting from a long time ago, the Ancient Desolate Realm of Gods only had seven God Eyes…” 

Liu Qinxin slowly began to explain. 

As the Destiny God, she knew the past and future – knew practically everything. But as one knew more 

and more, one could come upon new problems. 

The Destiny God had begun to doubt the world. She wanted to know the truth of this world. 

Thus, she chose to seal her Destiny Origin and cast herself into the endless cycle of samsara so as to 

comprehend the true principles of the world. This was why she said that the Ancient Desolate Realm of 

Gods was home to only seven God Eyes for a very long time. 

“So that was the case.” The Myriad Forms God sighed. The Heaven Lord’s plan was able to proceed so 

smoothly by exploiting this gap. 

Zhao Feng nodded. He now understood that Liu Qinxin and Liu Qinyin were both the Destiny God. 



“What countermeasures do you have?” the Myriad Forms God asked. 

“None at present. The Heaven Lord’s Heavenly Dao God Eye has already absorbed two God Eye Origins, 

placing him above all God Eyes. Even the Destiny God Eye finds it very difficult to see his future.” A hard-

pressed look appeared on Liu Qinxin’s face. 

“There must be a way!” the Myriad Forms God firmly declared. 

Although the Destiny God Eye could not divine anything about the Heaven Lord, with her help, they now 

had a chance of dealing with the Heaven Lord’s schemes. The Sage Faction could also effectively counter 

some of the Heaven Defying Faction’s tricks. 

“Correct.” Liu Qinxin nodded. 

The Dao of Destiny was one of mystery upon mystery. There were no absolutes, and a sliver of hope 

might appear in even the worst of situations. 

But at present, they needed to wait until the four God Eyes fully recovered. Spacetime, Divine 

Punishment, Death, and Life were the main force in the battle against the Heaven Lord, and their 

presence was a necessity. 

With the arrival of the Sage Faction, the Life Sacred Land’s defensive array was further modified. It 

became sturdier and could now easily switch between attack and defense. 

As time slowly passed, the Life Sacred Land’s members were actively preparing for the coming battle. 

One day, Zhao Feng went to find Liu Qinxin. 

“Qinxin, there’s something I need your help with.” Zhao Feng smiled. 

Liu Qinxin was in the middle of awakening her Destiny God Eye, and she had become practically 

omniscient. 

“You want to ask about the last Space Ancestral Artifact fragment, right?” Liu Qinxin had already 

guessed at Zhao Feng’s query. 

“Correct!” Zhao Feng was delighted to see that the Destiny God Eye was just as powerful as he had 

imagined. 

But at the same time, he felt an inexplicable disappointment. His intuition told him that he might not be 

able to find the last Ancestral Artifact fragment. As the Destiny God Eye, Liu Qinxin probably would have 

helped Zhao Feng handle this problem long ago if she already knew about it. 

“It is with the Heaven Defying Faction,” Liu Qinxin answered. 

A Pseudo Ancestral Artifact only needed seventy percent of the fragments to be successfully forged. 

Thus, the Heaven Defying Faction did not forge all their fragments into the artifact. They kept the extra 

fragments and passed them out to experts in the faction to increase their strength. 

After all, Zhao Feng had “borrowed” his first Space fragment from the Heaven Defying Faction. Thus, 

Zhao Feng already guessed at this possibility. 



Zhao Feng’s heart sank. It seemed like it would be very difficult for Pseudo Ancestral Artifact Heaven 

Ascendant to ever see completion. 

But since this was the case, he would not force it. 

“Feng, your God Eye is a necessity in the fight against the Heaven Lord.” Liu Qinxin profoundly smiled at 

Zhao Feng. “Mm!” Zhao Feng nodded. 

Perhaps the Destiny God Eye had already seen that the God Eye alliance was on par with the Heaven 

Lord, and if his God Eye was able to fully awaken, it might tilt the balance of power. 

As the war had not begun yet, Zhao Feng entered seclusion. 

The moment the four God Eye Deities or the Heaven Lord completely recovered, the war would 

probably begin. He would increase his strength as much as he could in the time he had left. 

While in seclusion, Zhao Feng divided his mind into many parts, with one part researching the Dream 

God Eye. When he saw the Heaven Lord absorb the Destruction Origin, he vaguely sensed that there 

was an even greater power hidden in his Dream God Eye. If he could activate it… 

Another part of his mind studied the Primal Chaos Scripture. The power of the Primal Chaos Divine 

Sword no longer satisfied him. He needed to cultivate even more powerful combat skills. 

The other parts of his mind studied the Tribulation Lightning Sacred Scripture that the Divine 

Punishment God had exhibited for him. 

These two Paramount Scriptures contained many contents that Zhao Feng still hadn’t studied. He also 

understood that he needed to reach the God King level. As the holder of a God Eye, he could become a 

God the moment he became a God King. Only a God King could fully exert the powers of a God Eye. 

Time passed, and the Ancient Desolate Realm of Gods experienced a period of momentary peace. 

But this was an eerie peace. Everyone knew that a day would come where this peace was shattered. 

Five years later, in a secret chamber of the Life Sacred Land, Liu Qinxin opened her eyes. 

The Heaven Lord has begun to move!” Liu Qinxin’s face turned grim. The four God Eye Deities had still 

not emerged from seclusion. 

One day later, shocking news arrived at the Sacred Land. 

“Your Excellencies! The Heaven Defying Faction has begun to move. The Spirit Spring Sacred Land in the 

eastern region of the Ancient Desolate Realm of Gods has already fallen!” 

This news threw the silent Life Sacred Land into turmoil. The Heaven Defying Faction had already 

appeared, and it even fearlessly conquered a Sacred Land! 

The great powers of the Ancient Desolate Realm of Gods gathered in the conference amid a somber 

mood. 

“Why didn’t they attack us?” God King Charflame was rather confused. 



The Heaven Lord’s goal was the Eight Great God Eyes, and with two of them already dead, the remaining 

six had gathered in the Life Sacred Land. But the Heaven Lord didn’t attack the Life Sacred Land, instead 

attacking other Sacred Lands. Wasn’t he just wearing away at his own forces? 

“Your way of thinking is too simple. Given the Heaven Lord’s strength, what will he lose by attacking a 

Sacred Land without a God?” the Myriad Forms God grimly spoke. 

“Then…” God King Charflame was speechless, and he became pensive. 

“Given the strength of the Heaven Lord and the Heaven Defying Faction, not only will they not lose 

anything by taking a Sacred Land, they will actually get stronger!” Yu Tianwu suddenly said. 

“Correct. With the power of the Samsara God Eye, the Heaven Lord can use formidable Samsara energy. 

Those people he’s killed will all become his strength!” The Myriad Forms God showed a tinge of anger 

on his face. 

If the Heaven Lord directly attacked the Life Sacred Land, his victory was not guaranteed. The majority of 

the power in the Ancient Desolate Realm of Gods had gathered in the Life Sacred Land. Besides the God 

Eye Deities, there was also the Bright Sun God and the other two Gods. And the Life Sacred Land was 

already ready for battle. 

Against this power, even the Heaven Defying Faction under the command of the Heaven Lord could not 

be certain of victory. However, the Heaven Defying Faction saw the situation, so the Heaven Lord did 

not carelessly attack. Instead, he decided to go on a “recruitment drive” to strengthen his army. 

Another few days passed. 

“Report! The Gulong Zone’s Heaven Devouring Sacred Land has fallen!” 

Zhao Feng went to the Heaven Devouring Sacred Land some time ago, but God King Swallow Devour 

appeared to think that the war had nothing to with him. He believed that the God Eyes were capable of 

dealing with the Heaven Lord. 

Gradually, the Ancient Desolate Realm of Gods began to panic. Those factions and experts who thought 

the same as God King Swallow Devour began to gather around the Life Sacred Land. Even the Life Sacred 

Land’s bitter foe, the Fallen Heaven Sacred Land, had to put aside its pride and join the alliance. 

This was the safest place in all the Ancient Desolate Realm of Gods. 

“Report! The Blood Spirit Sacred Land has fallen!’ 

The Blood Spirit Sacred Land was a Sacred Land on the northeastern edge and was rather far from the 

Life Sacred Land, so its forces were destroyed before it could reach the Life Sacred Land. 

Later that day, a heaven-shaking God energy soared upward, roiling the skies above the Life Sacred 

Land. The four God Eye Deities finally emerged from seclusion! 

King of Gods 

Chapter 1558: The Final War 
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The emergence of the four God Eye Deities instantly pacified the uneasy Life Sacred Land. The four God 

Eye Deities were immediately informed by the upper echelons about what happened while they were in 

seclusion. 

“The Heaven Lord recovered before we did?” The Life God was rather surprised. She was confident that 

the Heaven Lord would not have made such big moves unless he was fully recovered. 

“Does the Heaven Defying Faction intend to turn the Ancient Desolate Realm of Gods upside down with 

this?” The Divine Punishment God’s face was stern. 

“In the Heaven Lord’s hands, the Samsara Origin has become even more powerful!” The Death God 

couldn’t help but sigh. Not even the Samsara God would have been able to construct so many high-level 

Samsara Immortal Bodies in such a short amount of time. 

The four God Eye Deities expressed different views on these recent developments, but they all shared 

the same fear of the Heaven Lord and resolve to eliminate him. 

“What should we do now?” A white-bearded elder stepped forward. 

He had a straight posture and radiated a terrifyingly sharp Sword Intent. He was like an ancient sword 

covered in dust, simple on the surface but containing limitless power. This was the illustrious Celestial 

Sword God of the Ancient Desolate Realm of Gods. 

The call of the God Eye Deities caused the experts of various factions of the Ancient Desolate Realm of 

Gods to gather, including the Gods. The Celestial Sword God was the God of the Sword Dao Sacred Land, 

and his supreme sword techniques could make ghosts and spirits weep. 

“If we just sit here and wait for death, the Heaven Lord will just strengthen his faction until he’s stronger 

than us and then attack the Life Sacred Land,” Yu Tianwu slowly said. 

He had some understanding of Yu Tianshu. While the Heaven Lord seemed rather insane at times, if 

there was an easier way of achieving victory’ he would take it without hesitation. 

This means that we have to go on the offensive!” a black-haired, black-clothed youth said. His entire 

body exuded the demeanor of a king. 

Besides the God Eye Deities, the Life Sacred Land currently housed three other Gods. These were the 

Golden Crow Sacred Land’s Bright Sun God, the Sword Dao Sacred Land’s Celestial Sword God, and this 

black-clothed youth, the young and most talented God of the Ancient Desolate Realm of Gods, Sikong 

Dao. 

“Let’s move out!” the Divine Punishment God called out. 

They would have more of an advantage and a greater chance of victory if they stayed in the Life Sacred 

Land and used its defensive terrain, but the current circumstances compelled them to go out and fight 

the Heaven Lord. 

Bong! Bong! Bong! 

War drums began to thunder within the Life Sacred Land. 



Within the Dream Divine Kingdom, Zhao Feng was immersed in the Primal Chaos Scripture and 

Tribulation Lightning Sacred Scripture as he cultivated. 

He had made immense progress in this time, perhaps because of the massive pressure he was under. 

Firstly, his Time and Lightning Laws had reached early-stage understanding, greatly boosting his overall 

strength. Secondly, he had learned the higher-level combat skill, Heaven-Closing Primal Chaos Hand. He 

had also reached a new level of proficiency with regards to Tribulation Lightning energy. 

In summary, without using the Pseudo Ancestral Artifact or the Dream God Eye, Zhao Feng still had 

strength comparable to a top-class God King. 

At this moment, a sound wave penetrated into the Dream Divine Kingdom. 

“Are we about to move out?” Zhao Feng slowly opened his eyes and retracted his vast aura back into his 

body. 

Not long after: 

Fwooosh! 

Two white warships tens of thousands of feet in length howled out of the Life Sacred Land and soared 

into the clouds. This was a new model of warship designed by the Sage Faction and built with immense 

manpower and resources. It was particularly outstanding when it came to defense. 

As the warships flew, Heaven’s Legacy arrays began to work, causing the ships to pulse with energy. 

Bzzz! Hwoom! 

The two warships flew faster and faster, finally vanishing into the void. 

The Heaven Defying Faction was also skilled in divination. If they did not want to fight with the God Eye 

alliance, they were completely capable of avoiding such a battle. However, things were different now 

that the God Eye alliance had the Sage Faction and the Destiny God Eye. Their divinations meant that 

the brash and arrogant Heaven Defying Faction could no longer avoid a conflict. 

Getting as close to the Heaven Defying Faction as possible was the best way to limit their strength. 

Fortunately, the warships designed by the Sage Faction had the Spatial Shift ability. This was truly a rare 

ability, but each use required the consumption of a complete supreme-quality God Crystal. 

As the ships traveled, the Gods and God Kings gathered in a secret room within one of the warships. 

“The Heaven Lord has his Ancient God-Devil Body, and he now has the power of the Samsara God Eye 

and the sheer power of the Destruction God Eye. He’s not just a little stronger than a God now!” Yu 

Tianwu spoke first, and his words caused the air in the secret room to turn gloomy. 

“How can we defeat the Heaven Lord?” 

“The Heaven Lord has the Heavenly Dao God Eye and the Ancient God-Devil Body. This is so hard to deal 

with….” 

The many experts stated their own opinions and plans. 



“In facing the Heaven Lord, our only advantage is in our numbers. Thus, we must all stick together. The 

best way is to work together to slowly exhaust the Heaven Lord,” Yu Tianwu slowly said. 

Even the Heaven Lord did not possess an infinite amount of power. 

“In order to deal with the Heaven Lord, our core force will still be the God Eyes,” Destiny God Eye Liu 

Qinxin spoke. At present, not only was she elegant, graceful, and unapproachably mysterious, she also 

exuded a trustworthy demeanor. 

Though outsiders might not know, those with God Eye Dimensions understood that the power of God 

Eyes could very easily be fused together. 

For example, the attacks of the Death God Eye and Destruction God Eye could assist each other to 

produce even greater force. But the Death God Eye would find it very hard to develop this sort of tacit 

understanding with any other God Kings who cultivated the Destruction Law, and their energies would 

be very difficult to fuse. 

This might have been because of the relationship between the God Eyes. 

Other than the Destiny God Eye that was no good in battle and the Ninth God Eye whose power could 

not be fully displayed yet, there were five God Eyes capable of fighting. 

As everyone was discussing the plan. 

“He’s here!” Liu Qinxin suddenly said. 

Bzzz! Boom! 

Countless booms resounded around the two white warships. Far in the distance, the world was 

shrouded in darkness that exuded a hair-raising danger. It seemed to lead to an underworld of death. 

Fwooosh! 

Two black-golden warships slowly emerged from that mysterious space of roiling darkness. 

The two sides entered a standoff. The pressure exuded by both sides was so great that the space 

between them began to distort and crack. 

Whoosh! 

Several figures appeared above the white warships. A divine might penetrated through the world, 

restoring some light to that dark world. This allowed the God Eye alliance to see the enemy army. 

The black-gold warships were surrounded by innumerable pitch-black figures, all of them exuding dark 

and sinister Samsara energy. These were all Samsara Immortal Bodies! 

“God King Swallow Devour….” Zhao Feng instantly spotted God King Swallow Devour in the crowd. 

God King Swallow Devour was now bound to the shell of a Samsara Immortal Body. Unable to break 

free, he now had a dreadful and savage expression. 

“What a frightening person!” Xin Wuheng’s face darkened. 



He already knew that the Heaven Lord had massacred three Sacred Lands, taking countless souls 

hostage and turning them into Samsara Immortal Bodies. Of course, long before this, the Heaven Lord 

also conquered the Illusion God Sacred Land as well. 

Floating above the countless Samsara Immortal Bodies was a figure in white who radiated an energy 

that demanded obedience from all beings. 

“Haha, the six God Eyes are all here! This old man feels very honored!” The Heaven Lord suddenly 

laughed. 

At this moment, all the experts of the God Eye alliance observed this existence who transcended Gods, 

the Heaven Lord. They all had grave expressions, none of them daring to be careless. 

“Move out!” the Divine Punishment God roared. 

At this stage, there was no point in continuing to talk with the Heaven Lord. 

The other Gods nodded. 

Boom! Bang! Crash! 

The world cracked apart as a supremely powerful energy battered the fabric of space. The five God Eye 

Deities, the Bright Sun God, the Celestial Sword God, and Sikong Dao instantly charged at the Heaven 

Lord. 

“What a frightening energy!” Zhao Feng’s heart shivered. 

Any ordinary God King would have probably fled in fear upon seeing this powerful force. 

However, the Heaven Lord bizarrely smiled. “Haha, your six God Eye Origins are all mine!’ 

Boom! Bang! 

The Heaven Lord’s body madly surged with the bloodline energy of the Ancient Race, the mighty 

pressure that had dominated the Ten Thousand Ancient Races causing the heavens to quake. 

At the same time, the Heavenly Dao God Eye began to slowly open. All the God Eyes of the God Eye 

Deities trembled, as did Zhao Feng’s Dream God Eye. 

The Heaven Lord’s body flashed as he charged forward. 

Brrrooom! 

These two dreadful energies caused the clouds to explode, terrifying storms howling through the region. 

The white and black-gold warships lowered their altitudes to avoid the storm that came with the battle 

of Gods. Countless experts began to pour out of the warships. 

“Kill!” With a deafening roar, the two armies collided. 

All kinds of energy began to messily clash, and the thick stench of blood began to drift through the air. 

“Haa, I didn’t think this old man would turn out like this!” 



“Since that’s how it is, we can only enjoy the slaughter!” 

Three abnormally powerful Samsara Immortal Bodies of the Heaven Defying Faction began to converse 

with each other. These three were the God Kings of the Spirit Spring Sacred Land, Blood Spirit Sacred 

Land, and Heaven Devouring Sacred Land. 

In the rear, the Left Protector began to chant curses, black rays of energy emerging from his back. 

Behind him, a cloaked figure with a void for a face reached out with two shriveled claws. 

The experts of the Life Sacred Land felt their hearts freeze at this sight. They still recalled the dreadful 

Shaman arts and curses that came from the Left Protector during the Sacred Land war. 

This time, this old man will end you!” God King Radiant Peak charged out from the Life Sacred Land side. 

“Join the battle!” Zhao Feng waved his hand, letting out the Black Destruction Dragon, his clones, and 

the ancient beasts. 

The fate of the universe was on the line in this battle, and Zhao Feng was determined to do all in his 

power. 

At this time, Zhao Feng sensed several powerful killing intents. 

“Mm?” Zhao Feng activated his God Eye, scanned the battlefield, and grimaced. 

The source of this killing intent was coming from the Divine Emissaries Zhao Feng killed before. They had 

all been revived. 

“Zhao Feng, your death comes today!” Divine Emissary Wu roared. He shot forward, black-violet energy 

rising up around him as he took the form of a black God-Devil. 

At the same time, Divine Emissary Chang, Divine Emissary Li, Beiming Hui, and all of the other Divine 

Emissaries charged at Zhao Feng! 

King of Gods 
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Zhao Feng didn’t expect that the Divine Emissaries that he had mostly wiped out would all be revived so 

that he was now facing the complete set of seven. 

The Eye of Samsara was divided into Life and Death. The Samsara of Life could revive the dead and use 

other Samsara skills. Of course, one could not revive any dead person that they wanted; if they were 

dead for too long, they could no longer be revived. The Samsara of Death could imprison someone’s soul 

within the Samsara God Eye, where it could be controlled and made into an undying slave. 

Using the Samsara of Life to revive the dead came at an enormous price, but for the Heaven Lord, 

reviving some dead Third Heavens was a mere trifle. 

“Zhao Feng, as followers of the Heaven Lord, we will never die. But for you, death is inevitable!” Beiming 

Hui stared at Zhao Feng, his eyes burning with hatred and his voice oozing derision. 

“Is that so? If you’re revived, I’ll just kill you again.” Zhao Feng nonchalantly chuckled. 
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These people he had once killed might have been powerful foes to him before, but that was now a 

matter of the past. Zhao Feng was constantly getting stronger, and he had long ago surpassed his past 

self. 

“Such arrogance!” Divine Emissary Wu couldn’t help but laugh, and he rushed over, shrouded in a 

domineering black aura. 

“Demonheaven Palm!” With a wave of his palm, he sent forward a massive demonic palm covered in 

black patterns. 

“Break!” Zhao Feng waved his hand, immediately forming a Primal Chaos Tribulation Lightning Sword 

that shot forward. 

Boom! Bang! 

The giant demonic palm was instantly obliterated. 

“How…? So strong!” Divine Emissary Wu was stunned by this sight. 

He wasn’t dead for long, but after his revival, Zhao Feng had already grown to a level where a casual 

strike of his could obliterate one of the combat skills of the Demon God Race bloodline. 

“Primal Chaos Fist!” 

“Time Blade!” 

“Destruction Dragon Breath!” 

The other Divine Emissaries used their own bloodline skills. 

Unperturbed, Zhao Feng took his seething Primal Chaos Tribulation Lightning energy and formed it into 

a lightning storm that revolved around himself. 

Boom! Bang! Crash! 

The powerful attacks slammed into the lightning storm, and all of them were devoured into nothing. 

At this moment, outside the lightning storm: 

“Zhao Feng, as expected of the holder of the Ninth God Eye! We’re no match for you, but anyone who 

offends the Heaven Defying Faction will not have a good end!” Beiming Hui roared. 

“Form the Seven Stars Profound Array!” Divine Emissary Wu roared. 

At some point, the seven Divine Emissaries had each taken out a black and silver banner. The moment 

the banners appeared, a profound Heaven’s Legacy array energy began to surge. This immense energy 

constructed a starry space that imprisoned Zhao Feng within. 

“So they came prepared?” Zhao Feng softly muttered. 

He had not interacted with the Heaven Defying Faction while he was improving himself, but the Heaven 

Defying Faction was not made of fools. They knew of Zhao Feng’s potential and that the seven Divine 



Emissaries would not be enough to deal with Zhao Feng. Thus, the Heaven Defying Faction prepared an 

array for the Divine Emissaries. Even a top-class God King would find it very hard to escape. 

“Die!” The seven Divine Emissaries used the Seven Star Profound Array to attack Zhao Feng. 

In truth, they actually found this rather difficult to accept. The seven Divine Emissaries were working 

together, but they still needed to borrow the power of a Heaven’s Legacy array to deal with Zhao Feng. 

However, it was fortunate that they had this array, or else Zhao Feng probably would have killed them 

all again. 

Kabooom! 

Several silver flashes of starlight appeared in the gloomy space around Zhao Feng, growing stronger and 

stronger as they hurtled toward Zhao Feng with lightning speed. These stars concentrated the strength 

of the seven Divine Emissaries and the array, and they were capable of wounding top-class God Kings. 

Zhao Feng dodged, but at the same time, another massive star flew at him from his left. 

“As expected of a Heaven’s Legacy array. If you dodge it once, there’s still a second attack. Even if I 

dodge it seven times, there might be an even more powerful attack waiting for me!” Zhao Feng would 

not look down on an array of the Heaven’s Legacy Race. 

If he continued to dodge, he would only immerse himself deeper and deeper into the array, where he 

would eventually encounter its ultimate killing move. Immediately shattering the array was the far 

superior strategy. 

In addition, Zhao Feng’s Ninth God Eye had been constantly relaying a sense of danger to him. These 

trifling seven Divine Emissaries posed little threat to Zhao Feng, but one could never be careless when 

fighting against the Heaven’s Legacy Race. 

And since this was the case, there was no need to keep hiding anything. For Zhao Feng, breaking the 

array was extremely simple. 

Bzzz! 

His left eye surged with Dream Origin, and he gathered his Thought power and focused on an 

approaching star. “Change course!” He concentrated on a single thought. 

A moment later, the massive silver star moved to the right. 

Boom! Bang! 

The shifted silver star collided with another star, causing a massive storm of Divine Power to spread 

through the array. 

These stars flew according to the rules of the array. Once an error occurred in their trajectory, the entire 

array would start having problems. At this moment, the Seven Stars Profound Array fell into disarray. 

“What’s going on? There’s an error in the array’s operation!” Divine Emissary Wu roared. How could 

such a low-level mistake appear in an array of the Heaven’s Legacy Race? 



The seven Divine Emissaries did their best to repair the array, but at this moment, a voice resounded in 

their minds; “Detonate the array!” 

The messenger was the Heaven’s Legacy Race’s Right Protector. 

Yes!” Though they didn’t understand the reason, the seven Divine Emissaries still executed the order. 

The array suddenly began to pulse with frightening Divine Power. 

Boom! Bang! 

An immense Primal Chaos Tribulation Lightning Sword shrouded in world-shaking power slowly began to 

protrude from the top of the array. 

The disorderly Seven Stars Profound Array was greatly weakened in all aspects, and by accumulating his 

power in a single strike, Zhao Feng managed to easily break out. 

“How could this be?” Divine Emissary Wu’s face twisted in fear. He had never imagined that Zhao Feng 

would be able to easily break through their array. 

The seven of them rapidly retreated. 

Boom! Bang! Crash! 

The array pulsed with energy and then exploded. However, since the Seven Star Profound Array had 

already been damaged and the seven Divine Emissaries had fled – depriving the array of its power 

source – the explosion’s strength was greatly reduced. 

Activating Pseudo Ancestral Artifact Heaven Ascendant, Zhao Feng emerged unscathed from the 

explosion. 

At this moment, Zhao Feng sensed two abnormally powerful energies. 

Hwoooom! 

A vicious wave of icy energy imbued with an Ice Law flew forward, freezing the world around it. 

A black vortex appeared at the edge of the explosion and began to devour its power. 

“Two God Kings!” Zhao Feng’s face immediately chilled. 

These two God Kings were both Samsara Immortal Bodies. One of them was the blue-haired elder Zhao 

Feng had fought with in the Heaven Defying Faction Divine Kingdom, and the other was God King 

Swallow Devour. 

Zhao Feng now understood that the sense of danger from his left eye originated from the Right 

Protector. 

If Zhao Feng was directly confronted with the blue-haired elder and God King Swallow Devour from the 

beginning, he would have definitely been cautious or even retreated. Thus, the Right Protector had the 

seven Divine Emissaries act as bait; the Seven Stars Profound Array would hold Zhao Feng down while 

the two God Kings launched a sneak attack. 



But Zhao Feng’s speed in breaking the array had surpassed the Right Protector’s expectations. If Zhao 

Feng had looked down on the seven Divine Emissaries, the combined power of the array and the two 

God Kings might have left him heavily injured. 

In one of the black-gold warships of the Heaven’s Legacy Race, the Right Protector had a savage 

expression. “That kid seems to have noticed. But still, I’d like to see how you do against two God Kings!” 

“Die!” God King Swallow Devour’s face chilled. 

Zhao Feng had advised him to join the God Eye alliance, but he refused. In the following duel, he 

conceded in front of Zhao Feng, and in the end, his Sacred Land was taken by the Heaven Lord, with the 

Heaven Lord killing him and turning him into a Samsara Immortal Body. 

The God King Swallow Devour was burning with hatred. Hatred over the unjustness of his destiny! He 

focused this hatred on Zhao Feng, wanting Zhao Feng to end up in the same situation. Kabooom! 

After absorbing the explosion’s power, God King Swallow Devour’s attacks were strengthened. On the 

other side, the blue-haired elder used his Ice Law to lock down Zhao Feng’s movements. Thwish! 

Activating his Spacetime Law and Heaven Ascendant, Zhao Feng turned into an indistinct silver blur. 

The two God Kings were rather troublesome opponents, particularly because they were Samsara 

Immortal Bodies. But Zhao Feng wouldn’t escape just because of something like that. 

“Primal Chaos Domain!” Zhao Feng unleashed a massive amount of Primal Chaos energy, creating a dark 

Primal Chaos Domain around himself. 

Within the Primal Chaos Domain, he was strengthened while his enemies were suppressed. 

Thwish! 

Pushing his speed to the limit, Zhao Feng flew at the blue-haired elder. 

“I’ll kill you first!” Zhao Feng’s face chilled as his hand began to pulse with Primal Chaos Divine Power. 

“Haha, kill me?” The elder couldn’t help but laugh. 

First, he was a God King and was not so easily killed. 

Second, he was a Samsara Immortal Body. As he long as he was not swiftly eliminated – destroyed until 

nothing was left – he could slowly recover. 

Third, he was working together with another God King, and God King Swallow Devour was a top-class 

God King possessing immense power. 

Then let’s try it out….” Zhao Feng muttered to himself. 

“Absolute Ice Seal!” the blue-haired elder roared. 

A chill instantly surrounded him while a storm of ice and snow gathered in front of him. Freezing ice 

clashed with chaotic streams of energy. 



Zhao Feng had the perfected Space Law of the Pseudo Ancestral Artifact and his Primal Chaos energy 

though, so his Primal Chaos Domain had the upper hand. 

“Heaven-Closing Primal Chaos Hand!” Zhao Feng finally unleashed the Primal Chaos energy he had been 

gathering. 

The dark hand of a God-Devil appeared in the sky, absorbing the energy of the world as it descended. 

The Heaven-Closing Primal Chaos Hand was a high-level combat skill that Zhao Feng had learned. 

Although it wasn’t as flexible as the Primal Chaos Lightning Sword, its explosive power was far superior. 

Kaboom! Hisss! 

As the palm slammed down, it erupted with Tribulation Lightning energy. This energy surged into the 

blue-haired elder, devastating his Samsara Immortal Body. 

“Primal Chaos Lightning Eye!” At the same time, Zhao Feng launched his powerful eye-bloodline 

technique from his left eye. A dark Tribulation Lightning sword brand stamped itself onto the blue-

haired elder’s head. 

He was still not finished. To kill a Samsara Immortal Body, one had to be swift and thorough. 

Bzzz! 

Zhao Feng activated Heaven Ascendant, creating a formidable Spatial Blade. The Spatial Blade pierced 

through space and appeared in the elder’s body. 

In the back, God King Swallow Devour was stunned. In terms of speed, he was inferior to Zhao Feng, but 

he didn’t expect Zhao Feng to instantly unleash such a fierce offensive on the blue-haired elder. Even 

when he was alive, he would have found this barrage very difficult to block. 

“Don’t even think about it!” God King Swallow Devour bellowed as he activated his Devouring Law. He 

could not permit Zhao Feng to kill the blue-haired elder. 

King of Gods 
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Zhao Feng’s instantaneous offensive rendered the blue-haired elder helpless to fight back. 

God King Swallow Devour was also alarmed. Even when he was still alive, he would have found it very 

difficult to block this attack. 

“Don’t even think about it!” God King Swallow Devour bellowed as he shot forward. 

“Swallow the Heavens, Devour the Earth!” God King Swallow Devour circulated his Divine Power and 

used one of his secret arts. 

A massive vortex akin to a giant maw appeared above the blue-haired elder. It began to absorb all the 

energy in the vicinity. 

God King Swallow Devour knew that Zhao Feng was extremely fast and also possessed Pseudo Ancestral 

Artifact Heaven Ascendant. Attacking Zhao Feng directly probably wouldn’t have much effect. Thus, he 
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used his secret devouring art to devour the attacks around the blue-haired elder and weaken their 

power. 

The blue-haired elder was a Samsara Immortal Body, so as long as he was not immediately killed, he 

could recover. This was exactly what made Samsara Immortal Bodies so absurd. 

Zhao Feng focused his left eye on the elder. This man had to die, as facing two God Kings at once truly 

was rather difficult. 

After taking the Heaven-Closing Primal Chaos Hand, the Primal Chaos Lightning Eye, and the Pseudo 

Ancestral Artifact’s Spatial Blade, the blue-haired elder’s body was basically finished. Only a small part 

was left. 

However, the devouring maw above him was exerting a massive pull on all the attacks in the area. This 

caused the power of Zhao Feng’s attacks to continuously fall. If this continued, there was no guarantee 

that Zhao Feng’s continuous attacks could kill the blue-haired elder. 

“Die!” Zhao Feng summoned his Dream Origin energy, and his dazzling left eye began to spew out 

dreamy mist. 

Those fighting in the surrounding area were instantly entranced by this sight. Those dreamy colors were 

simply too beautiful. 

God Eye Illusory Oblivion! 

As Zhao Feng concentrated on a single thought, the scene before him changed. The dreamy colors of the 

world gathered on the remains of the blue-haired elder’s tattered body. Everything else around him 

turned black and white, leaving him as the sole and dazzling source of color in the world. Booom! 

But suddenly, that dazzling light vanished like a popped bubble, the blue-haired elder vanishing with it. 

Within the black-gold warship, the Right Protector’s Eye of Samsara reacted. A God King Samsara 

Immortal Body was very difficult to create, but just now, Zhao Feng thoroughly killed his. 

One had to realize that not even a top-class God King could instantly kill an ordinary God King so that 

nothing was left, but Zhao Feng had done it. 

“Aaah! Zhao Feng…!” God King Swallow Devour’s face went insane as he savagely roared. 

On his first meeting with Zhao Feng, he believed himself to be far stronger, but in the end, he was 

unable to devour Zhao Feng’s God Eye Origin and was forced to concede. And now, after the passing of 

a few years, he worked together with another God King, but they still weren’t able to do anything to 

Zhao Feng. Even more laughable was that the bluehaired elder was killed by Zhao Feng and he wasn’t 

able to stop it at all. 

“Die!” God King Swallow Devour roared as he waved his palm, firing off wave after wave of dark energy. 

These attacks were made of the energy he had just devoured. Zhao Feng had used this energy in his 

lethal strike, so these attacks possessed extraordinary power. 

Thwish! 



Zhao Feng activated Heaven Ascendant and shot away in a silver streak of light. 

“With this war going on, God King Swallow Devour can absorb all the energy in the surroundings, greatly 

boosting his power,” Zhao Feng calmly analyzed. 

Although God King Swallow Devour conceded in front of him before, that was because he could not 

devour Zhao Feng’s Dream Origin, resulting in his strength being restricted. But on this immense 

battlefield, God King Swallow Devour could devour as much power as he wanted. This endless stream of 

energy coupled with his Samsara Immortal Body meant that Zhao Feng would find it very difficult to kill 

him like he did to the blue-haired elder. 

But there was still a way. 

The Heaven Defying Faction possessed many Samsara Immortal Bodies. This was something the God Eye 

alliance had known about for some time, and the Sage Faction developed a countermeasure. 

Nearby was a white-robed youth holding a folding fan in one hand and a black array plate in the other. 

This person was someone Zhao Feng had gotten to know in the Burning Heaven Sea – Tang Bai. 

At this time, Tang Bai was a peak Second Heaven. His strength was not to be underestimated. 

After the Life Sacred Land issued its summons, the God Sealing Sacred Land had rather swiftly answered 

the call and joined the alliance. 

“Seal!” Tang Bai slapped a hand on the black array plate. White symbols instantly rushed out of the 

plate, forming white chains that shot forward. 

Nearby, a Samsara Immortal Body was battling with a member of the God Eye alliance. Suddenly, the 

white chains coiled around him. 

“What… what is this?” The Samsara Immortal Body grimaced and began to struggle, but he found that 

his strength was greatly limited and continued to weaken. 

“Collect!” Tang Bai activated the array, and the white chains began to retract. The Samsara Immortal 

Body was pulled into the black array plate. 

“Many thanks!” The man who had been fighting with the Samsara Immortal Body voiced his thanks 

before charging back into the fray. 

The God Sealing Race were masters of sealing. They could seal the heavens, seal the earth, and seal 

gods. The fusion of their sealing arts with the Sage Faction’s arrays had produced a powerful sealing 

technique that was effective against Samsara Immortal Bodies. 

“Brother Zhao?” Tang Bai tilted his head and looked at Zhao Feng. Just now, he received a message from 

Zhao Feng. 

“God King Swallow Devour…! That isn’t someone I can deal with.” Tang Bai glanced at God King Swallow 

Devour, who was doggedly chasing Zhao Feng, and grimaced, but he still rushed over. 

Several other nearby God Sealing Sacred Land experts also began to converge. Tang Bai alone was 

naturally not enough to deal with a God King. 



“Get out of my sight!” God King Swallow Devour sensed that something was wrong, and with a roar, a 

massive wave of black energy spread out from his body. As a top-class God King, he could easily kill 

these First Heaven and Second Heaven God Lords. 

“Don’t even think about it!” Zhao Feng’s face immediately chilled. 

Although these people were not strong fighters, they had the means of countering Samsara Immortal 

Bodies. 

“Dreamification!” Zhao Feng’s left eye spun, spewing dreamy mist into his surroundings. A dreamy haze 

gradually shrouded everything around Zhao Feng, painting it into a dazzling paradise of colors. 

The effects of Dreamification immediately weakened God King Swallow Devour, and Zhao Feng also 

neutralized his mighty attack. 

“This move again?” God King Swallow Devour grimaced. Zhao Feng had used this move once to force 

him to concede. 

However, in the current situation, this move was not very effective against him. 

“Swallow!” God King Swallow Devour roared, and several dozen devouring black holes appeared over a 

radius of several hundred thousand li. 

He could not devour Zhao Feng’s Dream Origin, but he could devour the Divine Power of the other 

experts on the battlefield. 

“Strike!” Zhao Feng called out, not at all shaken by this move. 

“Extinguish!” Zhao Feng focused his Thought power on God King Swallow Devour’s body. Gradually, the 

energy in God King Swallow Devour’s body began to disappear. 

At the same time, the God Sealing Sacred Land experts activated their array plates. 

Swishswishswish! 

Several dozen chains formed from white symbols began to coil around God King Swallow Devour. A part 

of God King Swallow Devour’s strength was immediately sealed. 

“Dregs like you think you can handle me!?” God King Swallow Devour continued to growl and roar. 

Boom! 

Suddenly, God King Swallow Devour erupted with supreme strength. This was the energy he just 

devoured from the surrounding battlefield. 

A pitch-black tornado of energy appeared around him, snapping the chains that bound his body. Their 

sealing effect gradually began to fade. 

“Quietly die for me!” Zhao Feng focused, his left eye gleaming with lightning. 

Kacrack! 



A Primal Chaos Tribulation Lightning sword brand slammed into the God King’s body. The immense 

energy within began to tear at his body and soul, causing him to momentarily freeze. 

The God Sealing Sacred Land experts once more acted, the white chains snaking forward and binding 

God King Swallow Devour. 

“Don’t even think about holding me!” God King Swallow Devour strenuously struggled. 

Pitch-black vortices once more appeared around the battlefield, devouring the surrounding energy. 

“This God King Swallow Devour is too hard to deal with. He can even devour our Sealing energy while 

also devouring energy from other parts of the battlefield!” Tang Bai had become rather pale. 

In addition, other experts from the Heaven Defying Faction were gathering to come and save God King 

Swallow Devour. 

“In this region, I am the master!” Zhao Feng’s expression chilled as he activated his Thought power. 

God King Swallow Devour’s devouring range happened to be exactly the range of Zhao Feng’s 

Dreamification. 

“Extinguish!” As he circulated his Thought power, a profound, unfathomable, and unstoppable energy 

descended on the region. The black devouring vortices began to fade away. 

“How could this be?” God King Swallow Devour was stunned. 

Weakened by Dreamification and the seals of the God Sealing Race, his strength plunged, which he was 

able to alleviate by devouring other energy to create an explosive attack that would free him. But now, 

he could no longer devour anything. 

“Okay!” Delighted, Tang Bai burned his Divine Power and used a secret sealing art as he activated his 

array plate. 

“Hurry and destroy the seals!” God King Swallow Devour anxiously called out. 

Those people who had come to assist God King Swallow Devour began to move, targeting the members 

of the God Sealing Sacred Land. 

“I said before, I am the master of this region!” Zhao Feng once more declared in his cold and icy voice. 

Once more activating his Thought power, he had all the enemies in his Dreamification region gradually 

disappear. They were incapable of resisting this, and they could only die in fear. 

“No…!” A Third Heaven God Lord did his best to resist, but all he managed to do was experience even 

greater fear. 

Zhao Feng’s God Eye was getting stronger and stronger. Experts of the same level were powerless to 

resist it. 

In the end, the Third Heaven God Lord scattered into nothingness. 

“Too powerful!” 



“Absurd!” 

The God Sealing Race members were all startled and shocked. 

God King Swallow Devour began to slowly lose the ability to fight back. 

In the region of Dreamification, Zhao Feng’s strength reigned supreme, and there was also the sealing 

method of the God Sealing Race. God King Swallow Devour could only accept his fate. 

Once God King Swallow Devour was weak enough, Zhao Feng gathered up a large amount of Primal 

Chaos energy and used the Heaven-Closing Primal Chaos Hand to obliterate him. 

With this, two God Kings had died to Zhao Feng. 

At this moment, Zhao Feng activated his left eye and peered into the distance. Over there, the Gods 

were fighting with the Heaven Lord, causing all of the Ancient Desolate Realm of Gods to quake! 


